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Introduction

Cultural and natural heritage alike are increasingly affected by so-called natural events,
which are often enhanced or induced by climate change. Already in the present, but
especially in the future (Central) Europe and the Mediterranean Basin will experience an
increase in extreme events, be they heavy rain, flash floods, floods, windstorms, heat
waves, drought, or wildfires (due to drought). Besides becoming more frequent, these
events are also predicted to rise in duration.

Everyday deterioration processes and wear and tear will be enhanced by these events
(always depending on the materials in question and use with the individual heritage), but
also the general security is known to suffer during the immediate response to (natural)
catastrophes, resulting in an additional threat to cultural heritage, like theft, vandalism, or
violence.

In order to make our cultural heritage fit for the future and to protect it from immediate
threats derived from the above-mentioned circumstances, cultural heritage professionals
responsible for archaeological sites, monuments, libraries, museums and archives need to
be equipped with the necessary skills in risk management for cultural heritage.

The Transnational Training Course on Risk Management of Cultural Heritage took place in a
classroom of the Universität für Weiterbildung Krems in Krems an der Donau, Austria, from
20 to 24 March 2023. The lessons took place every five days starting at 9.00 in the morning.
The entire training course was organized by the Universität für Weiterbildung Krems with the
support of Mazzini Lab Srl Benefit as a technical partner. All partners of the SOS Heritage
project have been invited to participate in the course, both as participants and as lecturers.
Throughout the week, in fact, all the project partners provided lessons on specific case
studies related to the cultural heritage they manage and protect.

Training programme

The course has been organised in such a way as to provide a complete and
multidisciplinary vision of the subject to the trainees: the lessons follow in logical and
chronological order the workflow that a risk manager for cultural heritage should face for the
production of risk analysis and risk management plans.

The training week is organized into five days:
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1. Threats to cultural heritage.

2. Mapping Hazards.

3. Emergency Plans.

4. Managing Emergencies.

5. Conclusion and discussion.

Below is the complete program of the course.

Day 1 - Threats to cultural heritage
20th March 2023

The first day offered an introduction to risk management of cultural heritage, analyzing the
possible threats that can endanger the existence and integrity of cultural heritage. Thanks to
the presentation of international case studies, participants got the chance to understand
different types of risks and some best practices for managing threats to cultural heritage.

After an initial generic introduction on the objectives of the course and on the overall
organization of the entire training week, the participants were able to discuss the merits of
SOS Heritage thanks to a detailed presentation by the leading partner of the project. On this
occasion, the objectives and the various planned activities were presented, as well as the
main milestones of the project.

After this introduction, an attempt was made to stimulate collaboration among the class
participants, creating an opportunity for networking. Each participant introduced himself to
the team, describing his background and the expectations he placed in the training course.

Agenda:
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9:00 - 10:30 Course administration Michaela Kukula - UWK

Introduction to SOS-Heritage project Massimo Cruciotti - MLAB

Participants’ introduction ALL

10:30 - 11:00 Coffee break

11:00 - 11:45 Threats to cultural heritage - an overview Anna Kaiser - UWK

11:45 - 12:30 Case Studies I - Historical Building Stefania Pignatelli
Gladstone - ADSI

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch break

13:30 - 16:00 Case Studies I - Historical Building
Banffy Castle

Zsuzsanna Eke - TTRUST

Case Studies I - Historical Building
Burghauptmannschaft

Michael Sack -
Burghauptmannschaft

Österreich

Case Studies I - Historical Building
Forchtenstein

Florian Bayer - Esterhazy
Foundations

16:30 - 18:00 Thematic guided tour Krems

18:00 Joint dinner

Day 2 - Mapping Hazards
21st March 2023

The second day was built to be a session dedicated to understanding and mapping the
threats that can damage cultural heritage, with a specific vision dedicated to the creation of
virtuous networks essential for the efficient management of any emergencies.

Thanks to the presentation of other case studies dedicated to threats that can damage
mobile cultural heritage, the participants were able to obtain a complete point of view on
this category of assets as well. Participants were able to analyze the emergency
management and risk mitigation methodologies faced by other institutions: this material
could be of support for the creation of a risk management plan suitable for their own
institution.
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Subsequently, a dedicated lecture was able to provide a more technical and scientific point
of view on the subject: in fact, the methods most used by experts for mapping and ranking
the threats that can damage cultural heritage were presented.

The fundamental issue of creating networks for the effective management of emergencies
was then addressed. It is important to establish the roles and responsibilities of all
authorities responsible for managing an emergency and the creation of a support network
that can help an institution save its cultural heritage.

Agenda:

9:00 - 10:30 Case Studies II - Movable Heritage
Krusevac Museum

Bogdan Vuckovic - NMK

Case Studies II - Movable Heritage
Metal Detection in Romania

Malvinka Urák, Oana Toda -
National Museum of
Transylvanian History

Case Studies II - Movable Heritage
Flood in a conservation library

Francesca Peyron - SOS
Archivi

10:30 - 11:00 Coffee break

11:00 - 11:45 Methods for ranking vulnerability Riccardo Cacciotti - ITAM
CAS

11:45 - 12:30 Network development in cultural heritage protection Stefano Bergonzini - SOS
Archivi

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch break

13:30 - 15:00 CHEERS – Cultural Heritage: Risk Assessment,
Valorisation & Participation Approaches

Martin Jung - AIT Austrian
Institute of Technology

Day 3 - Emergency Plans
22nd March 2023

The third day was entirely dedicated to the understanding of what is universally considered
the main tool for efficient emergency management, the Emergency Plan. The participants,
museum operators and managers of cultural heritage collections were put in a position to
understand this important tool and identify its fundamental elements.
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During Dr Kaiser's lecture, a practical exercise was organized to stimulate participants to
imagine the elements that make up an Emergency Plan and its function. Participants were
divided into two groups and were asked to place on a blackboard the elements they
consider an integral part of the document and place them in order of importance. After the
first team presented their product, the other team had to add the elements they felt the
other team had left out. In this way, the participants were stimulated to collaborate and,
thanks to the comparison between teams, to look at the issue from another point of view.

Later, thanks to the presentation of another important case study, the participants were
able to see the concrete application of the elements addressed during the exercise in a real
case of virtuous management of cultural heritage.

Agenda:

9:00 - 10:30 The new standard in risk management for educational
institutions and museums

Radosław Tyślewicz - Polish
Naval Academy

10:30 - 11:00 Coffee break

11:00 - 12:30 Emergency Plans V1 and basic risk assessment Anna Kaiser - UWK

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch break

13:30 - 15:00 Emergency Plans V2 – Cultural Property Protection in
the Principality of Liechtenstein

Hannes Schramm - Amt für
Kultur Liechtenstein

Day 4 - Managing Emergencies
23rd March 2023

After an initial summary, useful for establishing theoretical information and highlighting the
most important elements of the subject, another important case study of the real
application of an Emergency Plan was presented to the participants. Participants were also
able to obtain the point of view of the Director of the museum where the Emergency Plan
was created, to understand how useful a risk management plan is to be included within a
more complex museum management plan.

Subsequently, the participants were prepared to face the practical exercise of using the
web app created within the SOS Heritage project. The participants were divided into two
groups, each of which had the opportunity to test the web app during an inspection inside
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two important cultural institutions of Krems: the museumkrems and the Archive of
Contemporary Art of the University of Krems.
Each team was accompanied to one of the two institutions by a member of the University of
Krems and a representative of Mazzini Lab, the developer of the web app. Participants had
the opportunity to meet directly with an employer of the cultural institution, asking questions
about the general layout of the spaces, the emergency management procedures and the
risk mitigation activities they implement. The web app has been a support tool throughout
the exercise, providing a space to upload all the information in a coherent and orderly way
to prepare it for the following day's discussion.

Agenda:

9:00 - 10:00 Emergency Plans V3 – Implementation and Monitoring Stefano Bergonzini - SOS
Archivi

10:00 - 10:30 Case Study Museion, Bolzano Francesca Peyron - MLAB

10:30 - 11:00 Coffee break

11:00 - 11:30 The Director’s View Cristina Ferretti - MUSEION

11:30 - 12:30 Introduction to the Web App and testing on case
studies

Francesca Peyron, Michele
Magini - MLAB

Anna Kaiser - UWK

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch break

13:30 - 18:00 Web App Testing on case studies Francesca Peyron, Michele
Magini - MLAB

Anna Kaiser, Michaela Kukula -
UWK

Day 5 - Conclusion & Discussion
24th March 2023

The final day was dedicated to networking to stimulate the collaboration among the
participants, creating opportunities for discussion on the topics covered during the lessons
and for commenting on the exercises carried out the previous day.

Each team presented an overview of the case study addressed during the previous day's
exercise, thanks to the report printing function of the web app. Each participant was thus
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able to get a concrete idea of the fundamental steps to follow for the creation of a risk
assessment plan for cultural heritage.

Subsequently, all participants were invited to make timely comments on the functioning of
the web app and its various functions. Thanks to active and lively participation, the entire
project consortium was able to collect a lot of extremely relevant input for the subsequent
improvement of the app's features.

The day then ended with the delivery ceremony of the certificates of participation in the
course.

Agenda:

9:00 - 10:30 Web App Testing on case studies Francesca Peyron, Michele
Magini - MLAB

Anna Kaiser - UWK

10:30 - 11:00 Coffee break

11:00 - 13:00 Final discussion and conclusions Inputs for modular
online course

Francesca Peyron, Michele
Magini - MLAB

Anna Kaiser - UWK

Certificate ceremony Anna Kaiser - UWK

Training materials

Various training materials were used, in an attempt to stimulate the most active and lively
participation of the participants involved. Most of the materials provided were in the form of
slides and presentations prepared directly by the lecturers. For the conduct of the lessons,
some videos were also presented which were useful to further clarify the topics covered in
class.

For the classroom exercise, tools were used that foster collaboration and teamworking
among the participants: cards, coloured markers and pencils, post-its, and much more.
These tools promote active learning, and, thanks to the use of colours and shapes, allow
the visual memorization of the contents.

For the exercise at cultural institutions, the main training material was represented by the
app and the two different functions and outputs.
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Below is a list of all the training materials used during the course with their positioning in the
document and the links for the video materials.

All the training materials, except for the videos, can be found in Appendix A - Training
Materials.

Day 1:

Course administration Michaela Kukula /

Introduction to SOS-Heritage
project

Massimo Cruciotti Appendix A

Participants’ introduction /

Threats to cultural heritage - an
overview

Anna Kaiser 1.2_Kaiser_Threats to Cultural
Heritage.mp4

Case Studies I - Historical
Building

Stefania Pignatelli Gladstone Appendix A

Case Studies I - Historical
Building

Banffy Castle

Zsuzsanna Eke Appendix A

Case Studies I - Historical
Building

Burghauptmannschaft

Michael Sack Appendix A

Case Studies I - Historical
Building

Forchtenstein

Florian Bayer Appendix A

Day 2:

Case Studies II - Movable
Heritage

Krusevac Museum

Bogdan Vuckovic Appendix A

Case Studies II - Movable
Heritage

Metal Detection in Romania

Malvinka Urák, Oana Toda Appendix A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MxOMr9SbXLYsphjJlJRx9R6_oi106gfc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MxOMr9SbXLYsphjJlJRx9R6_oi106gfc/view?usp=sharing
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Case Studies II - Movable
Heritage

Flood in a conservation library

Francesca Peyron Appendix A

Methods for ranking
vulnerability

Riccado Cacciotti 2.4_Cacciotti_Vulnerability of
Cultural Heritage.mp4

Network development in
cultural heritage protection

Stefano Bergonzini Appendix A

CHEERS – Cultural Heritage:
Risk Assessment, Valorisation
& Participation Approaches

Martin Jung /

Day 3:

The new standard in risk
management for educational
institutions and museums

Radosław Tyślewicz Appendix A

Emergency Plans V1 and basic
risk assessment

Anna Kaiser Appendix A

Emergency Plans V2 – Cultural
Property Protection in the
Principality of Liechtenstein

Hannes Schramm Appendix A

Day 4:

Emergency Plans V3 –
Implementation and

Monitoring

Stefano Bergonzini Appendix A

Case Study Museion, Bolzano Francesca Peyron Appendix A

The Director’s View Cristina Ferretti Appendix A

Introduction to the Web App
and testing on case studies

Francesca Peyron, Michele
Magini

Appendix A

Anna Kaiser Appendix A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xf6GH445c5B1Jcd9W8FfJWhhGzxjS1Fj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xf6GH445c5B1Jcd9W8FfJWhhGzxjS1Fj/view?usp=sharing
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List of registered participants

The complete list of participants in the course can be consulted in Appendix B - List of
registered participants.

Signature sheets

All the signature sheets of the course can be viewed in Appendix C - Signature sheets.

Certificates

At the end of the Training Course, each participant was given a certificate of participation.
All certificates can be viewed in Appendix D - Certificates.

Pictures

All the photos of the Training Course can be viewed in Appendix E - Photos.

Questionnaires

All the satisfaction questionnaires submitted to the participants during the course can be
consulted in Appendix F - Questionnaires.
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Appendix A - Training materials

Day 1
Date: 20th March 2023
Title: Introduction to SOS-Heritage project
Lecturer: Massimo Cruciotti - MLAB



SOS
HERITAGE
Project Overview
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Project Concept
01



Climate 
change

For a sustainable 
management of our 
cultural heritage, it is vital 
to be prepared on how 
the future changing 
climate will influence the 
indoor climates in 
buildings.



Heritage 
protection 

There is a need to develop 
more effective and efficient 

preservation, adaptation 
and mitigation strategies 
in order to preserve these 
invaluable cultural assets 
for the long-term future.



New 
skills

There is a need for a new 
specialised figure, who has 
the skills to assess, 
measure, monitor and 
prevent, the risks to the 
cultural heritage due to 
climate change and poor 
conservation. 



Specific Objectives

SO1

Share and test best 
practices of digital 

content creation and 
communication for 

successful engagement

SO2

To develop a web app, 
to help handle risk 

assessment 
procedures and 

produce risk 
management plans

SO3

To develop a training 
course on “Risk 
management of 

cultural heritage” 
targeted at cultural 
heritage managers



Project 
partners

02



Project partners





Work 
Packages

03



WP1
Project Management, 
Reporting, Monitoring 
and Evaluation

Partner responsible:

Steering committee meetings

Coordination of activities

Internal and EACEA technical 
reporting

Internal and EACEA financial 
reporting

Monitoring and evaluation 
activities



WP2
Communication and 
Dissemination

Delivery of Communication 
Strategy and tools

Deployment of communication 
activities and events

Deployment of dissemination 
activities and events

Partner responsible:



WP3
Pilot local activities on 
digital creation and 
communication of 
historical buildings and 
collections 

Desk research on existing 
practices

Partner responsible:

Production of the Handbook

Hidden archives - Pilot action in 
Italy

Lost statues of Banffy Castle - 
Pilot action in Romania

Digital Museum - Pilot action in 
Serbia



Best practices for 
digitalisation and 

promotion of cultural 
heritage

The reports produced 
by each partner will be 

collected, analysed 
and elaborated by the 

WP Leader

Handbook on good 
practices

Final report on 
implemented actions

WP3 Deliverables

Report on the three 
pilot activities 
implemented 

Report on pilot 
activities



WP4
Development and testing 
of a web app to assess 
and manage procedures 
of natural risks 
assessment and 
conservation 

Development of the web app 
structure

Partner responsible:

Development of the web app user 
interface

Alfa test and review of the web 
app

Testing phase



The Web App will be one of the 
most important deliverable of 

the project, and for its 
sustainability. 

Web App: Risk Assessment of 
Cultural Heritage

WP4 Deliverables



WP5
Creation and piloting of a 
Training Course on Risk 
management for cultural 
operators and owners

Co-creation of syllabus and 
training materials 

Partner responsible:

Transnational training course in 
Austria 

Development of the online 
training course 

Testing phase of the online 
training course

Peer-learning activities at national 
level 



It will be a model and a starting 
point for further educational 
activities targeted at owners, 
managers and operators of 
tangible cultural heritage. 

 It will be specifically developed 
to be followed and completed 

completely online, making also 
use of the web app produced 

by the project. 

Transnational Training 
Course 

Online modular 
training course

WP5 Deliverables
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Day 1
Date: 20th March 2023
Title: Case Studies I - Historical Building
Lecturer: Stefania Pignatelli Gladstone - ADSI



SOS
HERITAGE
Central Italy Earthquakes: 
problems and resolutions for 
Historic Houses

STEFANIA PIGNATELLI
UNIVERSITY OF KREMS 

20TH MARCH 2023



Tangible:
-

monument

located in 
minor or 

big centres

living 
museum

archive

hospitality

Intangible:

traditions

memory

community

education

rituals

WHAT IS A HISTORIC HOUSE?

cultural heritage

IDENTITY



Location 01

Procedures

Community

02

Training

03

04

Problems



Location
01

Population Density in Le Marche 2019

UMBRIA

MARCHE

ABRUZZOLAZIO

Adriatic sea earthquake swarm 2021



NORTH

BORGO STORICO SEGHETTI PANICHI – CASTEL DI LAMA – ASCOLI PICENO – LE MARCHE



SOUTH

BORGO STORICO SEGHETTI PANICHI – CASTEL DI LAMA – ASCOLI PICENO – LE MARCHE



02
Procedures

• Data sheets
• Technicians
• Restoration companies
• Owners



Paper vs 
Digital

Cultural Heritage 
dept.

Reconstruction 
office

Human 
Resources

Architect
Engineer
Geologist

University student

DATA SHEETS

Unacceptable wait 
between: 

delivery and 
final outcome

Time



TECHNICIANS AND RESTORATION COMPANIES
research on the historic house: 
e.g. securing while restoring, monitoring

incongruences:
e.g. costs of net surfaces vs wall thickness, 

stairway, valuable elements improvements:
e.g. renewable energies

dialogue with all parties involved:
e.g. cultural heritage dept – reconstruction office – town 

hall – owners - banks

RISK MANAGEMENT



OWNERS / CUSTODIANS

Cultural Heritage is not only about BRICKS but about PEOPLE!!

+



for Cultural Heritage

03 
Communities

Understanding

Sharing

Communicating

Quality of life

Opportunities 

r



Training for public 
heritage

04



Training for private heritage



3. Few clear, simple procedures = speed in execution 

5. Help from banks and State for owners = more people living in the territory 
and more conservation actions

1. One norm for all seismic areas = clear procedures for all inhabitants and 
technicians

2. Monitoring, research, training = constant maintenance of cultural heritage and 
its custodians as good practice

VIRTOUS RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR 
SEISMIC AREAS IN ITALY

4. Simple rules for all technicians =  more focus on restoration solutions



VISIT NOW A HISTORIC HOUSE UNDER RESTORATION

STEFANIA PIGNATELLI
stefaniapignatelli@adsi.it
+39.335.6885665

mailto:stefaniapignatelli@adsi.it
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Day 1
Date: 20th March 2023
Title: Case Studies I - Historical Building - Banffy Castle
Lecturer: Zsuzsanna Eke - TTRUST



ENDANGERMENT OF BUILT HERITAGE ON 
IDEOLOGICAL GROUNDS THROUGH THE CASE 

STUDY OF BÁNFFY CASTLE, BONȚ IDA

Eke Zsuzsanna

Transylvania Trust, Romania



BÁNFFY CASTLE, BONȚIDA

Source: MTA BTK
Budapest – Research
Centre for the
Humanities of the
Hungarian Academy
of Sciences
MKCS-C-I-121/83



BÁNFFY CASTLE, BONȚIDA

• One of the largest and most important noble residencies of Transylvania

• Home to one of the most important Transylvanian noble families, some of its 
members being governors of Transylvania in the 1700s

• With several centuries of evolution, since at least the 1600s

• Grand architecture in the styles of the late Renaissance, Baroque, Classicism 
and Gothic Revival

• Vast French, later English garden 

• Versailles of Transylvania ( coined in the 19th century)



Theoretical reconstruction of the castle in the late 17th, 
early 18th centuries by architect Gyula Dávid

The castle around 1930, drawing by art historian József Biró

The castle in 1997, photograph by architect Virgil Pop



How did we arrive here? How was this possible?

Source:TTF 
archive



BEGINNINGS

• World War II – 1940 – Northern Transylvania was ceded back 
to Hungary according to the terms of the Second Vienna 
Award/Diktat – a military hospital and deposit of sanitary 
supplies functioned in the castle’s main building and riding 
school

• 13 October 1944: the retreat of the German troops due to the 
advancement of the Soviet army, the castle was looted and the 
main building and riding school were set on fire (due to Count 
Miklós Bánffy’s secret anti-Axis negotiations)

• According to local testimony, the castle burned for weeks and 
was looted several times (incluing by locals)

Photograph of Count Miklós Bánffy
Source: MNM TF – Historical Photo Collection of the National Museum of Hungary, 
Budapest, 1582/1957.fk



Report of archivist Köpeczi Sebetyén József about the state of the count’s study

18 December 1944

“Everything was on the ground, wet and dirty with muddy boot
prints, mixed with horse hair from the upholstery of the furniture,
with glass and porcelain shards. The leather or fabric covering of
the furniture pieces was torn off and taken, even the stripped
furniture was stolen; the windows were broken, their glass shards
were among the archival material scattered on the ground, the
door and window cases were also carried away. In the extreme
cold and draft, the material needed to be collected sheet by sheet
and put in a bag for delivery, together with a pile of letters found
in the yard, soaked through and frozen.”
Published:  Jakó, Zsigmond (ed.),Az erdélyi levéltárvédelem 
múltjából. Erdélyi Múzeum 1994,vol. 56, no. 1-2.
(https://eda.eme.ro/handle/10598/25168)



Main building, courtyard entrance
Source: MTA BTK Budapest – Research Centre for
the Humanities of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
MKCS-C-I-121/82

Main building, western facade
Source: MTA BTK Budapest – Research Centre for
the Humanities of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
MKCS-C-I-121/83



NATIONALISATON

• After the instatement of the communist regime in Romania, the process of 
collectivization, nationalisation: serveral acts that gradually confiscated lands, assets, 
buildings from the so-called oppressive middle and upper classes

• 2 March 1949: the law on expropriation of 50 ha estates and model farms is 
adopted – 6258 estates and 4456 manor houses are nationalised – in the night of 
2/3 March, over 4375 families and over 9000 people are forced out of their homes
and relocated, with interdiction of leaving their new assigned places of residence.  
(Source: Deportările din2/3 martie 1949, Memorial Sighet. 
https://www.memorialsighet.ro/deportarile-din-23-martie-1949/)

• Count Miklós Bánffy was forced to live in a room of his former town residence in 
Cluj, being treated as a pariah, later he permitted to leave the country and rejoin
his family in Budapest, where he shortly died in 1950



1950S FUTILE ATTEMPTS TO SAVEGUARD

• This entire period characterised by the futile attempts of restoration 
professionals to save the building and for the responsibles to bear the 
financial burden (which has not happened to this day)

• 1948: the castle is described as already in a state of ruin – especially the 
northern part of the ensemble – abandoned, lacking a function and 
protection

• Shortly, it came into the use of the Ministry of Argriculture that installed
here the Bonțida Agricultral Machinery and Tractor Station (SMT), later 
Agricultural Machinery Station (SMA)

• in the Miklós Building administrative offices and housing for employees of the

• in the kitchen building a canteen

• in the former stables they intended to create a workers’ club

• the burned down part was left in a delerict state

Sources: INP (National Heritage Institute, Bucharest
Romania) archives reveal the early situation through
correspondences and other written material
(researched by art historian Ioana Rus-Cacovean)



• 1948

• the management of the Cluj Chamber of Agriculture wished to obtain an authorisation to
demolish the castle – for construction materials – moreover, in July they started dismantling parts
(metal grates, windows, doors, parquet) – stopped by the Romanian Historic Monuments’
Commission (CMI)

• In September, the Romanian Hungarian Nation’s Union, invoking the law of monument 
conservation and restoration in force, drew the attention of SMT Cluj and Bonțida to the state of 
the castle and the need for restoration – the responsibility must be borne by the institution using
it

• 1949

• SMT continued to neglect the ruined parts –> June 1949 a part (25 m) of the riding school wall
collapsed – a request was made to demolish it entirely



• As consequence, arhitect Ștefan Balș was sent by the Monuments’ Commission to
assess the situation: he noted that the stone coat of arms above the entrance was
smashed to pieces and thrown into the nearby canal, and the horse statue in the
stables was proposed to be thrown out to establish a workers’ club

• He proposed temporarily stabilising the riding school wall, collecting and keeping
the sculptures and statues, as well as other valuables in a room (3 statues, a billiard
table, 4 wooden animal heads, 4 chess pieces), maintaining the stables in good
condition and closing off the main building, as parts of the vaults were in pre-
collapse



• 1950

• correspondence: the buildings are still not guarded, the local population used the building as quarry 
for construction materials

• Officially (5 December 1950) there was an interdiction of taking materials, but concrete actions
were not taken

• 1951

• On 30 September 1951, the director of the Historical Museum Gherla noted that several statues 
have lost their heads, some of them are about to fall down, people still take construction materiasl
from the site, especially at the basement level – further damaging the structure

• SMT itself continued with the unauthorised demolition and intervention works, appropriating
remaining furnishings and collection pieces (3 bronze statuettes, boronze medals glassa nad bronze
lamps found in a room that was the count’s “personal museum”)



• 1953

• upon a series of requests, the Cluj Region People’s Council – Design Technical Service sends a 
representative to investigate: the building is still not guarded, materials are still being taken, including 
stone frames, statues continue to be mutilated – only those pieces are left that are too heavy to carry off

• The Romanian Historic Buildings’ Directorate (Direcția Monumentelor Istorice – DMI) handed an 
address to the ministry of Agriculture – General Directorate of SMT – that as user of the building, it was
the institution’s responsibility to take care of it, ensure guarding and maintenance

• A series of investigations revealed that 19 cubic metres of wood have been illegally cut from the castle 
garden

• In spite of measures, the destructions have not stopped, the horse statue was carried out of the stables 
and cut to pieces, the kitchen canteen used firewood from the garden, and the cut stone facing of the 
southwestern corner tower was dismantled and used as pavement

• The direction of SMT Bonțida refused to sign the document that stated that the building was in the
institution’s use



• The directorate attempted – several times – to draw attention to those historic 
buildings that were mistreated and neglected

• 1954

• DMI secret document addressed to the Council of Ministers, 17 November 1954

• A large number of historic monuments were: "misused, being occupied by various 
institutions without official approval from any state body, being exposed to 
destruction due to their improper use, modified and transformed inappropriately". 
In order to remedy this state of affairs, it was necessary that these misused building, 
be "immediately taken from the use and inventory of those who use or own them, 
and for these to bear the cost of restoration work according to the damage 
caused“.

• Yet nothing changed



STATE OF THE 
BUILDINGS IN 1955

Photo no. M492.F001. Source: https://relevee.uauim.ro/m492/

• In 1955, a group of students from the Ion Mincu
University of Architecture and Urban Planning 
survey the building

• The documentation (photographs and drawings) 
are available digitally at Camera de Relevee
(Surveys’ Room) at https://relevee.uauim.ro/



Left: drawing no. 
Rv.513.06, General 
ground plan, 1:200

Right: drawing no. 
Rv.513.12, Western 
wing, western 
façade and section, 
1:100

Source:
https://relevee.uaui
m.ro/m492/



Left: drawing no. 
Rv.513.10, Details

Right: drawing no. 
Rv.513.13, Kitchen 
block, statues at 
the canteen

Source:
https://relevee.uaui
m.ro/m492/



• 1956

• 2 May 1956: during a storm, the riding school wall collapsed entirely along with its statues and 
entrance stone frame, causing the death of two people

• The delegate of the Monuments’ Directorate: found the rubble and stone fragments gathered 
in the castle courtyard, meanwhile children were playing on the stable walls and tin roof, 
endangering themselves, further material kept disappearing (stone wall facing and steps)

• 1958

• On June 1, 1958, architect Richard Lieblich found the castle "in a deplorable state [...], 
representing a disaster for the history of Transylvanian architecture, a disgrace for the local 
bodies that 'take care of it' and a stain on the conscience of the architects and cultured 
people of country", 

• Rooms used as living quarters by workers who broke through walls for their chimneys and 
used other rooms as toilets.



1960S: A GLIMMER OF HOPE

• The Historic Monuments’ Directorate was determined to save the buildings: trying to recruit institutions 
for cultural use – ignored

• Bucharest Cinema Studio was interested – used it as film setting in 1963 – transported here 10 trucks of 
rubble, built a provisional metal scaffolding for part of the roof, crafted a few door and window casings, dug 
up trenches etc. – but supervision was ensured by the Directorate

• 1962-66 design phase of the restoration: to transform the castle into a rest and healthcare facility, including 
a small museum

• Next years: insufficient funds, meanwhile large parts of the castle continued to be used for housing, in 1968 
part of the northern tower collapsed due to the continued material extraction

• 1968 the Agricultural Directorate of Cluj County submitted a request to complement the restoration 
works with a completely new and modern building in the middle of the courtyard! (demonstrating a total 
lack of understanding and appreciation for the historic monument and its adequate care)



Pădurea Spânzuraților by Liviu Ciulei, filmed in 1963





• In autumn of 1968, 20 years after nationalization, the first interventions started

• Proposal: clearing the rubble, evacuating the unauthorized dwellers, ensuring the 
location’s guarding, stopping the illegal demolitions by the locals, clearing the ruins 
of vegetation, drying the humid masonry, clearing the grounds to ensure rainwater 
evacuation, repairing cracks, provisional roofing where needed, the restoration of 
existing roofing, consolidation of ruins

• 1969: pouring a reinforced concrete slab over the entire main building and 
reconstructing the roofing over it with tile roofing, rebuilding the chimneys, 
rebuilding of collapsed walls, underpinnings, surrounding the entire castle garden 
with fences

• 1970: consolidation of the stables and of the entrance, consolidation of the vaults, 
slabs, foundations, as well as of the kitchen and the leaning tower

• Meanwhile: in spring of 1969 the entance’s vault collapsed along with 3 other vaults 
and pillars in the stable,  spring of 1970: another 3 vaults with a part of the roof and 
chimneys collapsed in the stables, and the SMT, as well as people still used the 
buildings



• 1972

• 13 November 1972: orders for the new works to be stopped, with the 
exception of the already started conservation works (wooden window frames, 
protection works against rainwater) – to be finished as economically as 
possible. 

• A few works after this, on 18 January 1973 the Monuments’ Directorate noted 
the still degraded exterior renderings at the entrance and the urgent need of 
solving the problem of rainwater evacuation at the stables and recommended 
that the scattered stone statues and carvings be inventoried and deposited in 
safety

• It was planned to reopen the site in 1974 – this never happened

• The families returned to the castle, the ruination process continued



The castle in the 
1980s
Photos by Octavian 
Carabella



1977

• The institution responsible with historic monument 
protection lost its  attributions and funds for research, 
design and restoration – historic monument 
protection and conservation were from that moment 
on completely paralysed, its institutional frame 
became erased.

• In the same year, the Executive Office of the People’s 
Council in Bonțida asked for premission to demolish
the mill outside the castle (built around1820) and to
used the obtained construction material for building a 
school – due to it being an old building - rejected



1977-1989

• Lacking any supervision in terms of its treatment of 
the castle, SMA and the Agricultural Cooperative 
opened

• A mushroom farm in the stables

• A chicken farm in the Miklós Building

• A beer bottling station in the former chapel

• A rabbit farm in the former kitchen

• Report of the Transylvanian History Museum 10 
May 1984 – advanced degradation of the castle
garden, the roofs continued to decay, and the vaults 
to collapse



1985

• Once again a film set in 1985

• Emisia continua by director Dinu 
Tănase

• during the filming the buildings were 
shot at, some roofs were blown up –
without any supervision, which was a 
given during the first filming



1980s
TTF 
Archive



The castle in 
2000
Photos by 
Carla May 
Williams



• damaged during war – intentional arson

• pillaged by various armies, as well as locals throughout the years

• mistreated by the local agricultural institution

• ignored by authorities (in spite of the monument protection institution’s 
insistence, which after 1977 lost all of its power in the country)

• stigmatised due to the social class of its owners and builders – in historical 
narrative, education etc. the nobility being described as oppressive, and 
leeching off society

• Divide between the past and the present – mentality of not caring or even of 
hostility towards heritage “that is not ours”

• This continues on to a certain extent even today



• This is not a singular example – many residencies of noble families share this fate in 
Transylvania

Mănăstirea, Cluj County, in the early 20th century and recently
Source: monumenteuitate.ro



Coplean, Cluj County, in the early 20th century and recently
Source: monumenteuitate.ro



• Causes

• Damage due to war (in some cases collateral damage, in others, such as the case of Bánffy Castle, 
intentional)

• Nationalisation – appropriation of large parts of land and buildings without a proper startegy, without
a care for heritage (punishment) 

• Social stigmatisation on ideological grounds: due to the collective guilt attributed to the social class of 
the nobility, as well as due to ethnic tesnions (Hungarian – Romanian)

• In many cases the cause for degradation was merely lack of interest, not feeling connected to the
heritage site or object, in other cases it was an intentional inaction or even harm (unauthorised
interventions, gathering construction material, intentional destruction)

• In spite of a historic monuments’ law existing, and in spite of the heritage authorities’ warnings and 
efforts



• This was just an example of how a part of built heritage can be destroyed, in some cases completely 
annihilated based on what the current power or trend seems to deem as valuable

• World War II had a massive collateral damage in terms of heritage destruction

• In recent history we have witnessed several accounts of destruction of heritage due to war or extremist 
groups (Ukraine, Middle East)

• What we deem as valuable and what can be easily sacrificed changes over time and in different contexts

• In some cases the destruction of heritage is a destruction of identity

• What can we do?

• Inventory, survey, documenting – in a digital format, freely available to the public

• Raising awareness of the public and of the stakeholders, heritage and cultural education

• Better enforcement of conventions, laws

• Others (open to suggestions)….



Thank you for your attention!
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Burghauptmannschaft Österreich

• 105 properties

2



burghauptmannschaft.at

3

Examples of Properties

Hofburg Vienna Hofburg Innsbruck

Schönbrunn castle Ambras castle

Belvedere castle

the Gouverment building



burghauptmannschaft.at

international project participation

4

• example current projects:

− Erasmus+ project VI-TRAIN

− Pro-Heritage

− FLIP 2 - Increas

• example international cooperation:

− European Heritage Label

− European Heritage Volunteers

− Via Habsburg 

− Blue Shield

− Erasmus+ CHARISMA

• Institutions:

− European Heritage Academy

• Completed projects:

− OrbEET

− MODI-FY

• example national cooperation:

− Notfallverbund



burghauptmannschaft.at

The Imperial Palace Hofburg Vienna 

5

• since 1275 constituded the heart of
the habsburg empire until the
collapse of the monarchy in 1918 

• Today used 79 Institutions and 79 
apartments this areal

• daily workplace for 4000 people
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protection of cultural assets in the Hofburg Vienna

6

• effective and comprehensive fire protection

− expanded technical fire protection

− own company fire brigade

− organizational fire protection is the responsibility of the respective user



burghauptmannschaft.at

protection of cultural assets in the Hofburg Vienna

7

• 23 fire alarm systems with 14.000 smoke detectors

• 407 wall hydrants in the building and 34 hydrants outside

• 75 smoke-heat-systems



burghauptmannschaft.at

security for users and visitors in the Hofburg Vienna

8

• 4 emergency generators and countless UPS systems

• Emergency lighting and rescue plans

• the organization of the evacuation is the responsibility of the users



burghauptmannschaft.at

Examples of damage
27.11. 1992 Fire in the Redoutensaal

9

Facts

• 45,000 cubic meters were affected by the fire

• About 22 hectares of forest burned in the attic

• 240 firefighters and 260 police officers were on 
duty

• 12 lightly injured rescue workers and 1 injured 
civilian

• 11,000 liters of water per minute were thrown 
onto the fire at peak times.



burghauptmannschaft.at

consequences

10

• own full-time company fire brigade

• expansion of technical and structural 
fire protection
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Examples of damage
29.02.2007: A storm hits the area of the Hofburg Vienna

11

Facts

• covered roof over the Albertina

• some broken windows

• damaged historic trees



burghauptmannschaft.at

consequences

12

• Upgrading of the company fire 
brigade with equipment

• Facility of emergency store

• Creation of a crisis manual



burghauptmannschaft.at

Examples of damage
06.10.2007 heavy rain and flooding

13

Facts

• Large parts of the Hofburg are 
flooded

• electricity has gone out in some areas

• Fire department of the city of Vienna 
itself overloaded



burghauptmannschaft.at

consequences

14

• Upgrading of the company fire 
brigade with equipment

• Creation of a crisis manual

• maintenance of the drainage 
channels



burghauptmannschaft.at

Examples of damage
10.06.2004: due to a technical defect, the top floor was flooded

15

• flooded light dome

• no equipment for such a situation

• historic tapestry and armor damaged



burghauptmannschaft.at

epilogue

16

• Training for firefighters to better understand historical 
buildings and cultural assets

• Upgrading or implementation of the cultural property 
officer as a separate post with official training (similar to 
a fire protection officer)

• the user of cultural goods must be aware that in the 
event of a disaster, help comes very late. (rescuing 
people comes before salvaging goods)

• implementation of early detection systems



burghauptmannschaft.at

Thanks for your attention!

Michael Sack
Burghauptmannschaft Österreich
michael.sack@burghauptmannschaft.at

mailto:vorname.nachname@burghauptmannschaft.at
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Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

- width/ height of doors & 
portals

- Case “forklift“



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

1983
Lightening strike 
in the armory



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

1983
First 
operational 
plan



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

1987

First cross-
deployment of 
several operational 
organisations



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

1990

Fire in the 
historical 
fountain house



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

6. Brandschutztag der Hofburg Wien – Burghauptmannschaft Österreich, am 22. Oktober 2021

1991

Operation  
„Türkenschild“



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to th yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

1993

„Burgenländische Landesausstellung“

- Fire detectors
- Implementation of power supply
- major exercise
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Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

2006



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

Immediate action 2006: 

- Intensification of the cooperation with local fire-brigades
- New situation assessment of the threat scenario
- Examination of fire protection measures
- thereof derived:

+ immediate implementation of foam depots
+ regular inspections of the historic rooms/ areas
+ adaption of the operational plans
+ committment to information-exchange among the operational

organisations and the owner (foundation) on a regular basis

Comittment/ obligation to yearly held exercises



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

Historical review:

- Until 1993 the fortress of Forchtenstein was a historical builing with
original and unchanged interieur, that could be visited only in guided tours
along a fixed and unchangable route.

- From 1993 („Burgenländische Landesausstellung“) on the fortress was 
accessable either with guided tours or individually.

- From 2006 on several new exhibtions have been deployed and 
implemented in the historical rooms of the fortress reaching all levels/ 
etages of the building



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

Recent situation

- Four exhibition areas that can be visited individually
- Two exhibition areas that can be visited in the course of guided tours
- Use of several historical areas of the building for events like 

conferences, marriages, concerts, festivals.
- A lot of visitor offers in the close surrounding places of the fortress, e.g. 

folk festivals („Kastanienfest“, „Apfelfest“), FORFEL, Advent market
- Restaurant Grenadier within the walls of the fortress

strong functional expansion of the use of the area of the fortress: 
„space, visitors and time“



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

2006

Exercise with the follwing 
exercise-content:

Fire in the exhibition, 2nd 
floor, north-wing



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

Evacuation exercise 2014
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Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
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Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
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Helicopter - exercises



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
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Helicopter - exercises



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

2015

Recovery 
excercise

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems
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Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
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2015
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Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
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2015



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

2015



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

2015



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

And of course debriefing … !



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

- What kind of possibilities of damage controll do 
really exist in the case of a disater event at 
Forchtenstein ?

- Salvage and rescue of cultural property at 
Forchtenstein possible?

- Risk factor „human being“.

- Regulatory requirements versus cultural heritage
protection in conflict with special, elaborated ideas
of use.



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems



Case study Fortress Forchtenstein. „…from occasion to the yearly exercise …“

Transnational Training Course „Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“. University for Continuing Education 
Krems

Thank you very much for your attention !
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Protection and Prevention

Preventive Conservation Practice and 
Protection of Cultural Heritage of 

National Museum Kruševac



About Museum

• Collects, preserves, protects and exposes movable cultural goods and remains
of material culture of homeland.

• The National Museum Kruševac (City of Kruševac, Republic of Serbia) is located
inside the remains of the medieval fortress (late XIV century), next to the
foundations of Prince Lazar Hrebeljanović's palace and his court church called
Lazarica.

• A permanent museum exhibition is settled in the edifice of the former
Gymnasium, built in 1863, which enjoys the status of a protected cultural asset.

• The whole complex of the Kruševac fortress, as a spatial entity, enjoys
protection as the cultural monument of the outstanding importance (RS Official
Gazette, No 14/79).



• Since its founding in 1951, the National Museum Kruševac has grown into a
significant cultural institution, building a reputable position in the museum
network of Serbia.

• Due to its attractive location, Museum presents the inevitable destination when
it comes to cultural and tourist presentation of the town.

• The Museum collection contains about 23.000 museum items – from prehistory,
over the antiquity and the late medieval period, through the periods of
Ottoman occupation and the restoration of the Serbian statehood, up to the
middle XX century.



• In addition to the central building of the museum within the complex of the
medieval fortress, the Kruševac National Museum includes several other
buildings in the city itself, and as a convenience, a unified entrance ticket is valid
for all objects within the Museum.

• The Simić House, an Balkans style object from the beginning of the 19th
century, with a permanent exhibition that illustrates life in Kruševac from the
end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century;

• Art Gallery (est. 1962), which follows recent trends on the art scene of the city
and the country;

• Memorial Complex "Slobodište", with mass graves from WWII and and the
monumental concept realized by the architect Bogdan Boganović in the period
1961–65.

Facilities



Organisation and Collections

• The Museum is financed by the budget of the City of Kruševac and and through
projects co-financed by the national Ministry of Culture.

• The Museum organizes its work within seven collections: natural history,
archeology, history and ethnology collections, as well as collections of cultural
history, applied art and fine art collections.

• The fund of the Museum contains about twenty-three thousand artefacts of
naturalistic, archaeological, ethnological, historical, cultural-historical and
artistic character, whose historical step is over six millennia long.

• The central museum building has 837.27 m2 of exhibition space, 147.91 m2 of
depot and 229.04 m2 of office space.



• The Art Gallery has a collection of works of contemporary fine art, which is
constantly growing thanks to gifts and purchases through the projects of the
Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Serbia.

• Part of the ethnographic material is housed in the Simić House.

• The Memorial Complex “Slobodište” is currently in the process of complete
reconstruction and creation of a permanent museum exhibition.



Presentation

• In addition to exhibition, research and publishing activities, the museum pays
due attention to cultural, educational and pedagogical activities. The museum
presents its rich cultural heritage to the public through exhibitions, catalogs,
professional publications and media.

• Museum enables the organization of lectures and professional guidance, the
use of literature, possibility of curricular and extracurricular activities, lectures,
seminars, promotions, panels, musical performances and similar content aimed
at both popularizing museum contents and greater public participation in their
creation.

• All accompanying material is available in English, which enables foreign visitors
to learn more about the history and art.



Conservation Department

• Since the foundation of the Museum, there has been an awareness of the
importance of protecting artefacts. The beginnings of protection related to the basic
principles of preventive protection, while professional and more demanding
conservation tasks were carried out in the National Museum in Belgrade.

• By hiring an educated conservator and increasing the number of employees, the
conditions are created for the formation of conservation department for protection
of items made of ceramics, stone, wood, metal, as well as the basic preventive
protection of textiles and works of fine art is extensively done.

• At the moment, the conservation department has 3 employees.

• For the field of immovable cultural heritage, there is an architect in the museum who 
is in constant contact with the competent institutes.



Preventive Conservation

• After a careful examination of the environment, urban conditions and the potential of the museum
building, a solution was developed to create the conditions for the creation of modern objects for the
storage and display of museum collections from the existing space in the time of global changes and
technological advancement.

• The Museum has five separate buildings, of which only three are currently used for exhibition
activities. Museum depots are stationed in the central building, in the part where the employees'
offices are also located. Mentioned depots are of temporary character. By relocating the current
depots to new and larger spaces, as well as categorizing the depots, better storage conditions for the
collections would be created, as well as easier handling the same.

• That is why it is necessary to constantly invest in the further development of the museum in order to
preserve the cultural heritage that will be passed on to future generations.

• Two parameters are crucial:
condition of the depot and storage conditions of the collections after the reconstruction of the
building of the Museum (2010–11) and presentation as a part of post-preventive conservation after the
reconstruction of the permanent museum exhibition (2012–18)



• By inspecting the material stored in the depots, the most diverse and combined
materials were recognized: wood, stone, metal, glass, ceramics, leather, canvas,
paper and photographic material, which is why it is necessary to create optimal
conditions for the storage of all materials.

• The creation of conditions for an ideal depot is achieved by eliminating the
influence of climate factors (which change due to global warming processes),
then factors of external pollution, as well as by undertaking a series of
measures and procedures aimed at greater safety of the collection inside the
museum and during exhibition.

• Given that damage to objects is most often caused by inadequate storage of
objects in non-functional and temporary depots, special attention should be
paid to the equipment of accommodation units and their functionality as one of
the most important factors in the preservation of objects.

• Advances in technology and scientific achievements bring new challenges and
changes, open new opportunities for progress in all spheres of science,
including preventive conservation, conservation and restoration. In order to
eliminate the risks that always exist, the improvement of existing and the
introduction of new methods and procedures in preventive conservation is a
continuous process.



• Storage in depots represents a particular challenge for the National Museum
Kruševac. The lack of space is the first of the problems, and it was caused by the
lack of funds during the reconstruction of the museum, when the unique
opportunity for each of the museum departments to get adequate and
permanent storage space for the collections was missed.

• Depots therefore have a temporary character, and it is necessary to place
different materials in a small and inadequate space, which over time proves
disastrous for the items. The only depots that meet the minimum requirements
are archaeological and ethnographic, since they have sufficient space and
storage units to properly dispose of most materials.

• The historical depot is too small for the increased needs of the collections, and
the collection of works of fine art is currently in the worst conditions, since the
material is inadequately and improperly placed in a space that does not meet
even the minimum museological conditions.

• Artefacts risk physical damage, which, along with the appearance of pests,
represents the greatest threat and requires a solution as soon as possible.



• Complete reconstruction of the museum building in 2010/11. presented the most
extensive project of the museum, realized with the help of the National
Investment Fund.

• Unique opportunity for the museum - until then in an unenviable condition,
cited several times in professional papers as an example of inadequate
conditions - was missed due to financial deficiencies.

• Those deficiencies became apparent shortly after the technical acceptance of
the building in the form of cracks in the walls due to the load caused by newly
poured slabs, inadequate materials and the problem of moisture that arose
from the destruction of the original drainage system (which represents a big
challenge and problem ten years after the reconstruction is finished).

• Artefacts in the permanent exhibition suffered in the part where the moisture
was the most damaging (ground floor, part of medieval exposition).







3 m

4,5 m

8 m



Disaster Recovery Plan #1

• Locating the problem (and its other consequences)

• Sending the report to the competent (regional or republic) Institute for
Protection of Monuments

• Inspection

• Determining methods and planing their conduct

• Fixing the problem

• Sending report of adaptations to the Institute



Other Critical Conditions

• The Museum building is located in the very center of the city, surrounded by
green areas and busy roads, which for the institution itself represents an
attractive location and the possibility of greater attendance, but precisely
because of such a location, external aggressors-pollutants are constantly
present, in the form of: dust, insects, carbon monoxide (smog from the exhaust
gases of motor vehicles), as well as various mechanical damages.

• If hygiene in depots is neglected, conditions will be created for the
development of microorganisms, rodents and dust. Microorganisms and
rodents are an unavoidable problem for the storage of organic materials, while
dust can act aggressively, creating scratches on smooth and sensitive surfaces.



• Extreme oscillations in increased humidity represent a greater mechanical risk
for all materials than low relative humidity.

• Molding is not only a visual disfiguration on the materials, but it disintegrates
the entire collection. Mold that develops under the influence of high humidity is
a danger to objects because it spreads at an incredible speed and permanently
destroys data on the material. Often, when it comes to archives, mold is hard to
spot as it develops inside books, documents or photographs.

• In warm warehouses, with high humidity, there are favorable conditions for the
development of mold.



• Unlike cold warehouses, one of the most common risk factors in warm
warehouses is the development of insects, which represent a major problem
when storing organic materials.

• In this regard, during 2022 the Museum had a problem with the appearance of
moths due to inadequate treatment of material from the ethnographic
collection and its placement in the permanent museum display. From one pair
of pants, used in the reconstruction of the insurgent uniform from the era of
the Serbian-Turkish wars in the 19th century, moths have spread and seriously
endangered other material in the permanent exhibition. They caused material
damage to all objects that contain wool, for example replicas of Serbian army
uniforms from the WWI (royal cavalry major's uniform from 1915 and a French
blue uniform used by the Serbian army on the Thessaloniki battlefield in 1917).

• Selection of woolen socks from the museum's permanent exhibition, which are
considered one of the hallmarks of the Kruševac people’s identity, was also
threatened. The infestation, threat and degree of damage required urgent
measures, and the freezer proved to be the most effective and practical at the
given moment.

• Endangered material was (and still is) stored in freezers and the low
temperature will eventually kill and eliminate insects.



Disaster Recovery Plan #2

• Locating the problem (and its other consequences)

• Consulting with mother Museum (National museum of Serbia) if required

• Inspection (internal)

• Determining methods and planing their conduct (conservationists and curators)

• Fixing the problem

• Documentation of the entire process



SLOBODIŠTE  
an Illustrative Example

• The renovation of the neglected museum space and memorial elements within
the park on 80 hectares began in 2020 and, in the previous stages, included the
construction of the drainage of the earthen roof, thermal and waterproofing of
the main Slobodište building. After the reports related to the second phase of
the project and the interior works have been submitted, the reconstruction
enters the final phase and comes to an end.

• The entire infrastructure has been renovated, which includes heating, sewage
network, electrical installations, water supply, souvenir shop, and the interior
work has also been completed.

• During the third, final phase, the carpentry in the gallery space was replaced,
the lighting was renewed, and the exterior decoration is nearing completion.
The complete reconstruction takes place according to the guidelines of the
Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments in Kraljevo.



• It is planned that the Slobodište building will have 250 square meters of
exhibition space, offices with accompanying rooms and a souvenir shop. The
idea is that in addition to the permanent museum exhibit, the space will also be
open for exhibitions that are thematically linked to the idea and the concept of
the complex that played a significant role in the post-WWII history of the city.

• The park's monumental elements - the Birds of Peace and the Gate of the Sun –
have already been conserved and are only part of the content designed and
realized in the period 1960–65 by architect Bogdan Bogdanović. Inside the
complex are the elements of Execution Ground and Tumulus, two
amphitheaters – the Valley of the Respect, with a flock of stone birds, and the
Valley of the Living, which can be accessed through the circular Gate of the Sun,
where the aforementioned amphitheater is located. The main building, whose
renovation is nearing completion, was designed by Bogdan Bogdanović and
Svetislav Živić in 1978.

• Due to the size and importance of the project, the reconstruction of the
exceptional historical complex was supported by the Ministry of Culture, the
Ministry of Labour, as well as the local government.







Conclusions and Challenges
• In view of the increasing global warming, the increasingly unfavorable

ecological environment, increased seismological activities, floods and terrorist
attacks on public buildings, the issue of preservation and protection of cultural
assets is current, and the main task of preventive conservation is to prevent all
negative factors that affect the deterioration of artistic works, to raise their
security to a high level and to ensure proper storage and handling of those
works.



• General trends, such as climate change, urbanization, population growth and
decay environment, imply that the frequency, intensity and impact of natural
disasters, which has grown significantly over the last few decades, influenced
the recognition of the importance of prevention and planning in order to
reduce consequences of disasters.

• Losses caused by both natural and man-made disasters, indicate that there is
insufficient understanding of the possible impact and the need to improve
emergency and disaster management for cultural heritage, to direct human and
technical resources to support it disaster risk prevention and planning.



Thank you all.
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Terminology: legal vs. affective aspects

• Metal detection (hobby): search for discarded or lost, man-made metal objects with the help of 
an electronic device that captures the electromagnetic signals they emit

Archaeologists:
• Looting: generally employed to describe stealing property that has been left unattended because

of natural disaster, civil unrest, industrial dispute or the death or incapacity of anyone who
possesses the property to protect it. It is generally regarded as a crime of opportunity

• Archaeological artifacts: looting refers to their excavation without the recording of the context
and the professional activities required during the unearthing, for the purpose of collecting or
sale

• Illegal excavation: any intervention conducted on listed archaeological sites, areas with
archaeological known and presumed potential, without the legal permits and the authorized
assistance of the archaeological professionals

• One of the main sources for: illicit trade of antiquities (archaeological poaching/contraband)

Media coverage of metal detection and the affective
language: treasure and treasure hunting, sensational/
spectacular/unique discovery, Indiana Jones, national
heroes, amateur archaeologists, huge value, hobby

Particularly local and obscure media provide bombastic
headlines and laudatory pieces
E.g. “Ziarul de Iaşi” [The Iași Newspaper] entered the treasure
hunters’ fascinating world: their stories are truly astounding

Hotnews.ro



• A global problem
• Similar patterns of manifestation
• Different approaches and legislation

Romania

• Emerged mainly as a local treasure-hunting activity in the 1990s; in the early 2000s, it
evolved as an illegal trafficking of antiquities by organized crime groups and corrupt 
authorities; a significant drawback in 2000-2005 when notorious trafficking cases were 
on trial; from the 2010s it is an ever-growing phenomenon in both numbers and 
complexity

• Behavioral economics perspective: in Romania, looting is perceived as a hobby meant to 
supplement income 

• Psychological perspective: can result in addiction



Legislative Framework

• 1970 UNESCO Convention on the Means
of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit
Import, Export, and Transfer of
Ownership of Cultural Property

• 1986 ICOM Code of Ethics for Museums
• 1992 Valetta Treaty, Convention for the

Protection of the Archaeological Heritage
of Europe

• 1995 UNIDROIT (The International
Institute for the Unification of Private
Law) Convention on Stolen or Illegally
Exported Cultural Objects

• Ordinance no. 43/2000 regarding the
protection of the archaeological heritage
and the declaration of some archaeological
sites as areas of national interest

• Law no. 182/2000 regarding the protection
of the mobile national cultural heritage

• Law no. 311/2003 of museums and public
collections

• Government decision no. 518/2004 on the
methodological norms regarding the
definitive or temporary export of movable
cultural goods

• C.C.

• International conventions mainly deal
with import and export

• Romanian legislation is ambiguous in its
wording, it is difficult to be applied and
track its implementation

• strongly influenced by the politics of the
ruling parties



Regulatory framework in the field of National Cultural Heritage in 
Romania

Movable heritage

• aggravated theft of cultural goods: sanctioned by article 228 C.C., punishable by 2
to 7 years of imprisonment,

• concealing: sanctioned by Article 270 C.C., punishable by 1 to 5 years of
imprisonment and 180-300 days-fine,

• illicit trafficking in cultural goods: sanctioned by Article 83 of Law. no. 182/2000,
punishable by 6 months to 3 years of imprisonment,

• illicit trafficking in classified cultural goods: sanctioned by Article 84 of Law no.
182/2000, punishable by 1 to 5 years of imprisonment,

• importing to Romania, possessing, trading or organizing exhibitions with movable
cultural property of a Member State’s cultural heritage, illegally exported, sanctioned
by Article 85 of Law no. 182/2000, punishable by 6 months to 3 years of
imprisonment or fine



Metal detection

Law no. 182/2000 , Article 49
§ 1 Private persons who accidentally discovered goods from the category of those
provided for in art. 46 § 1 are bound to hand them over, within 72 hours from the
discovery, to the mayor of the administrative-territorial unit in whose radius the
discovery was made.

§ 2 The mayor is bound to notify the decentralized public service of the Ministry of
Culture, within 72 hours, regarding the goods discovered, while also taking measures
to guard and preserve them.

§ 3 The mayor is bound to hand over the assets thus discovered, within 10 days, to the
decentralized public service of the Ministry of Culture.

§ 4 Authors of accidental discoveries, who handed over the discovered goods, under
the conditions provided in § 1, are entitled to a monetary reward of 30% of the value of
the good, calculated at the time of awarding the reward, and, in the case of
archaeological discoveries of exceptional value, an additional bonus of up to 15% of
the value of the good.

Regulatory framework in the field of National Cultural Heritage in 
Romania



Metal detection
Ordinance no. 43/2000

• Article 26. § 1. Access with metal detectors or their use in areas containing archaeological artifacts, without previous
authorization, as stipulated at Article 5 Paragraph 13, is considered a crime and is punishable by imprisonment of 6
months to 3 years

• Article 27 § 1. Selling or offering for sale metal detectors without authorization, as stipulated at Article 5 Paragraph
10 is considered a crime and is punishable by an imprisonment of 3 months to 2 years or by a fine.

Paragraph 2 stipulates that all detectors that
are offered for sale under the conditions of
Paragraph 1 are subject to confiscation.

Regulatory framework in the field of National Cultural Heritage in 
Romania



Loopholes and failed implementation

Ordinance no. 43/2000

• Art. 5, § 10: Natural and legal persons who own and/or sell metal detectors are bound to
obtain prior authorization from the police inspectorate of the respective county, of the
General Directorate of Police of the Municipality of Bucharest, in whose territorial radius
they have their domicile or, as the case may be, their headquarters , and register with
these authorities.

VS
• Art. 5, § 12: In order to have the metal detectors by the specialized staff certified and

registered in the Register of Archaeologists, he has the obligation that, before obtaining
the authorization provided for in para. (10) to obtain the prior approval issued by the
Ministry of Culture and Religion.

The most heated debate: is a discovery made through metal detection deliberate or made by
chance? (the OG 43/2000, offers no explanation on this matter)



“CULTURAL ORPHANS”

• Cannon-Brookes (1994, 350): looted artifacts are “cultural orphans,
which, torn from their contexts, remain forever dumb and virtually
useless for scholarly purposes.”

• our archaeological heritage is a limited cultural resource

• archaeological excavation: a destructive process by nature

• context gives artifacts their legal authenticity and
archaeological significance

• when artifacts are pulled out of the ground without
proper excavation and documentation, their
context is irretrievably lost without ever being
known

• the looting of sites wipes out our record of past peoples
and their ways of life

• looted artifacts have lost 95% of their value to tell us what was going on
in the past

MNIT



• Cluj County - 521 authorized persons in 2021
• Sibiu County Sibiu - 355 detector use authorizations issued from 2012 until 2022

• Iași County  - 331 authorized persons in 2021

What do we know about the metal detectorists?

https://militaryarcheology.ro/



Case studies based on the interaction between NGOs and local 
authorities and cultural institutions

• Romanian state attorney: in the prosecution of high-profile cases (the state vs. illegal 
trafficking)

• Romanian subordinated institutions dealing with heritage protection are struggling 
between the war on metal detection and cooperation

Several conflicts with high media coverage between and within state institutions
on the various attitudes towards metal detection (București and Piatra Neamț)

Scena9.ro



news.ro

Prahova County Museum was dragged into a media scandal and had its public image 
damaged because they instructed the detectorists on following the legal steps and firmly 

advised them not to remove a Bronze Age cauldron. Their indications were largely ignored, 
and the entire detection community started a hostile lobby against this cultural institution.

The cauldron was greatly damaged by the hobbyists.



Dacian gold bracelets
from Orăștie MountainsMNIR



• 18 bracelets “discovered” between 1990-2001
• 2007-2011 – 13 bracelets recovered (12 from abroad, one from Hunedoara County)

Final decision against a criminal group in archaeological poaching

• On 17 December 2014, the High Court of Cassation and Justice of Romania sentenced 11
defendants for criminal association and aggravated theft of cultural property to sentences
cumulating 45 years of imprisonment. Between May 2000 and May 2001, the defendants
associated with a criminal group conducted detections and unauthorized excavations in the
archaeological site Sarmizegetusa Regia, classified as a UNESCO monument. The criminal
group stole two hoards containing 15 spiralling gold bracelets (about 15 kilograms), illegally
exported and sold in auction houses in the EU and the US.

Sarmizegetusa administration



Colaboration within a regulated framework

• by 2018, members of the Pro Detection Association (founded 2014) had already handed over 
430 artifacts to museums across the country

• 199 obj. - MNIR: the MNIR management is highly supportive  of the detectorists and this 
museum benefits of larger acquisition funds (they pay the rewards!)

• 77 obj. - MJM: over the past 10 years, the MJM (one of the museums that lost lawsuits for 
refusing to pay the rewards) established close contact with some of the hobbyists and 
collaborate on the safe and documented retrieval of important finds

• 67 obj. - MINAC: a collaboration protocol with the Pro Detection Association (singed 2014) 

https://militaryarcheology.ro/



The Romanian Military Archaeology Association specializes in WW I and WW II detection. 
They have taken this collaboration further than any other association, as they organized 
joint exhibitions and acted as volunteers in research projects.

https://hilands.net4u.ro/



E. Teodor, R. Bolba, “Mountain Passes And Battlefields: Rucăr–Bran Corridor”, 2022

HiLANDS



Metal detection in Cluj County and the National Museum of 
Transylvanian History
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• cold and rainy months: less chance of 
being caught in the act?

• the accuracy of the reported data is 
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• visible impact of the pandemic and
lockdown
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• silver is surprisingly well represented
• no gold finds



Misleading testimonies

MNIT



Thorough documentation



Legal steps, actions and time for post-discovery processing

Field work per discovery point Movable Heritage recording per artifact Conservation and restoration per 
artifact

Paperwork for excavation permit 
(specialist/expert archaeologist) = 

2h

Registering and notifying the National 
Heritage Department (legal 

representative of the County Directorate 
of Culture) = 1h

Restoration commission (Head of the 
Conservation and Restoration Dept., 

restaurateurs, investigator, 
museographers) = 2h

Field research (one archaeologist 
and two day laborers) = 8h

Handing over the artifacts to the 
Museum (legal representative of the 
Cultural Heritage County Service and 

the head of the MNIT Heritage Dept.) = 
½ h

Curative conservation/restoration 
(conservators, restaurateurs, 

investigator) = min. 3h

Post excavation processing 
(archaeologist, conservator) = 8h

Preparation of minutes (head of the 
MNIT Heritage Department) = 1h

Restoration sheets (restaurateur) = 
1h

Technical report for trial 
excavation (archaeologist) = 16h

Drawing up an evaluation comission (a 
50+1% quorum consisting of the MNIT 

management, the head of the MNIT 
Heritage Dept. and a specialist for each 

epoch) = 1h

Handover commission (Restaurateur, 
museographer, head of the 

Conservation and Restoration Dept.) 
= 1h

Artefact description and inventory: 
museographer 1h

Packaging and storing of the artifact (conservator and museographer) = ½h

34 h 5 h 7½ h



Legal steps, actions and time for post-discovery processing

No. of persons/year No. of 
outgoings/year

No. of finds/year

10 12 110
500 600 5500

Fieldwork 3740 h
Movable Heritage recording 550 h
Conservation/restoration 825 h

Fieldwork 187000 h
Movable Heritage recording 27500 h
Conservation/restoration 41250 h

Average employee works 
cca. 1840 h/year 



Strenghts:

• focuses public attention on 
archaeological artifacts

Weaknesses:

• faulty laws
• the authorities’ inability to

protect the archaeological sites
• not enough professionals to

manage discoveries
• the number of people holding

authorization is growing
exponentially

• mislabeled as archaeology

Opportunities:

• identification of new sites
• discovery of rare artifacts
• discovery of artifacts with 

intrinsic value

Threats:

• loss of context, destruction of 
features, vandalism of sites and 
monuments

• disrespectful handling of human 
remains

• discrediting of the 
archaeological professionals

• Illicit excavation and trafficking



Strenghts

Weaknesses

Threats

• systematic enforcement of laws (Criminal and
Civile Code, e.g. civil code for property
trespassing)

• upgraded heritage protection legislation
• special monitoring of sites, a thorough

supervision of the detecting activity and patterns
• education and sensitizing of the practitioners

and the general public
• well-regulated cooperation between museums

and the bona fide practitioners of metal
detection

Opportunities

• upgraded legislation (including legal GPS
monitoring of the metal detectors)

• the risk areas need an on-site reassessment and
constant monitoring

• educational programs to inform people about
professional archaeology and eliminate the
mislabeling of metal detecting

• training of more professionals and a higher alert
from local



Thank you for your attention!
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SOS Archivi 
ETS
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SOS 
Archivi 

ETS

SOS Archivi’s mission is to 
create and institutionalize 
the process of protection 
of the archival heritage. 
Through its networking 
activity, it can offer 
immediate intervention 
in emergency situations 
with the collaboration of 
experts and specialists.



Our milestones

SOS Archivi was founded by companies that participated in the rescue of 
the archives following the L’Aquila earthquake.2009

SOS Archivi enrolls in the International Council on Archives (ICA), joining 
the EURBICA group and the Section for International Organizations (SIO).

2015

2020
SOS Archivi, together with Symposia, is the local committee for the 9th 
international congress of ICA 2022 in Rome.

2022 SOS Archivi becomes stakeholder of the SOS Heritage project.

2023
SOS Archivi becomes “Ente Terzo Settore” (ETS), thus becoming formally 
recognized.



The case 
study

02



From Il Mattino, 09/03/2016

Breakage of a pipeline of the 
municipal water company.

September 2016

FLOODING IN THE STORAGE 
ROOMS OF AN IMPORTANT 

HISTORIC LIBRARY



Books fell off shelves





5 teams

● Restorers;
● Archivists;
● Librarians;
● Specialized operators;
● Volunteers.

SOS Archivi’s 
intervention



PHASE 1

Dehumidification of the storage 
rooms

Sanitizing of the storage rooms



Dehumidifiers used to 
lower the relative 

humidity level in the 
deposit



PHASE 2 Item identification

Cataloguing

Putting in plastic bags

Freezing in refrigerated containers 
(-27° C)



Physical damage caused 
by direct contact with 

water 

Moulds attack



Physical damage caused 
by direct contact with 

water 



Experts and volunteers 
putting wet books in 

plastic bags



All books are individually 
wrapped and placed in 

boxes which will 
subsequently be placed 

in refrigerated 
containers



PHASE 3 Freeze-drying pilot project on 
1000 kg of frozen items 

Sanitizing of the items with the 
use of essential oils

in collaboration with



The books are placed 
individually in the freeze 

dryer

Probes that allow you to 
control the humidity 
level inside the book 

during the freeze-drying 
process



Previous damage 
caused by insect 

infestation



Learning from 
mistakes

03



The storage 
rooms are located 

in a basement

Increased risk of flooding.

Increased risk of damage from fine dust 
and pollutants.

Increased risk of infestation by rodents, 
birds and other pests.



Characteristics of the 
storage rooms

The storage 
rooms are located 

in a basement

For this reason the water reached 
a height of

120 cm



Books were kept 
in compactus 

shelves

They create a sealed environment with 

poor ventilation and make the material 

extremely vulnerable to microbial and 

fungal attacks, favoring the propagation 

of spores also on the dry material.



Modern and 
ancient books 

were preserved in 
the same rooms

Different ageing processes.

Different reactions to the same threat.



Employees 
noticed the 

flooding a few 
days after the 

accident

Increased risk of damage caused by 
moulds and fungi.

Increased risk of ink washout.

Physical damage to paper.



The dynamic of the 
accident

Employees 
noticed the 

flooding a few 
days after the 

accident

1300 linear m

were directly damaged by water

+
4700 linear m

microbial and fungal damage



Elements that would have made it possible to better manage the situation:

Conclusions

Emergency and 
Security Plan

A better conservation 
strategy
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NATO Stability Policing Centre of Excellence CPP Network

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
To contact the NATO SP Coe info@nspcoe.org



underwater archaeology course
Calabria (Italy)



https://sipbc.it/




www.donau-uni.ac.at

EMERGENCY AND EVACUATION PLANS FOR WORLD HERITAGE SITES
SUMMER UNIVERSITY CULTURAL PROPERTY PROTECTION 2016
DANUBE UNIVERSITY KREMS| 22ND TO 26TH AUGUST 2016

Danube University Krems August 2016  | 10Department for Building and Environment

Mission
Steps Mission: 

Emergency evacuation plan for 
Cultural Property contained within the 
“Roman Gate Tower” to the 
Traismauer Castle



Evacuation Exercise Melk Abbey



agenda

introduction

why networking?

who can help?

tools, examples

in the emergency

after the emergency

Q&A

takeaways



why networking? 
plan or no plan?



Sipa via AP Images

Notre Dame fire 90+% pieces saved

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Taken from https://www.thenation.com/article/archive/global-warming-climate-change-notre-dame-fire/




photograph by fabio teixeira, picture alliance via getty images

Brazil national museum fire 20 million pieces lost

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
taken from https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/news-museu-nacional-fire-rio-de-janeiro-natural-history



theft

terrorist attack

operator no-show

work accident

burst pipe blackout

sunray exposure

A/C malfunction

active shooter/threat

CCTV failure

hacking into Computer Information System 

broken/lost key

mold

protest

rodents

suicide

undisciplined pupils
blocked password

access system out of order

robbery

lightning strike
personnel on strike

riot

new insurance

temporary exposition/loans
new legislation

transfer your entity



fire

www.anna-amalia-bibliothek-buch.de/Bilder-aus-dem-Buch-47-0-html

http://www.provincia.bz.it/sicurezza-protezione-civile/protezione-civile/cosa-fare.asp

avalanches

threats may present themselves unannounced



Copyright CPL Vanessa Parker/New Zealand Defence Force via AP

volcanic eruption + tsunami

https://www.euronews.com/2022/01/18/volcanic-eruption-and-tsunami-an-unprecedented-disaster-tonga-says


https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/it/3/30/Volontari_Firenze_1966.jpg

floods



earthquake

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Gaziantep Castle, Turkyie, earthquake 06.02.2023





nobody can do 
it alone!



who can help?
where am I?



where am I? 



facility report / intro to emergency plan

SicherheitsleitfadenKultur SilK

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
SicherheitsleitfadenKultur SilK



DOTMLPFI2 framework – the networking perspective

Organization: structure, complexity, level, in-/formal

Materiel: inventories, security/safety, transport, communication

Training collective/individual, exercises – who’s who?

Facilities: security, vulnerability, location/distance

Personnel: who interacts with whom and how 

Leadership: qualities, responsibilities, powers, limits

Interoperability: levels of interaction, mutual support, work/train together

Information(x2): data collect, save, keep available – messaging/StratCom

Doctrine: legal framework, guidelines, best practices, powers



internal resources:

• security staff

• owner

• emergency coordinator/deputy

• curator

• director(s)/deputy

• (labour) safety manager

• lawyer

• logistician

• IT manager

• public information/media manager

• transport/driver

• administration/budget 

• workshop/restoring/packing/handling

• volunteers (friends of the institution)



internal resources:

• security staff

• owner

• emergency coordinator/deputy

• curator

• director(s)/deputy

• (labour) safety manager

• lawyer

• logistician

• IT manager

• public information/media manager

• transport/driver

• administration/budget 

• workshop/restoring/packing/handling

• volunteers (friends of the institution)



External resources:



• Security company

• Regional and local government (mayor/municipality)

• Civil defence
• Media

• Law enforcement/Police (regional-local)

• Heritage sector (museums, archives, libraries, deposits, archaeological digs)
• Legal support
• Logistics – specialized (dry-freeze, art transport, packing, etc.)

• IT company
• Public Information/Media Manager

• Ministry of Culture (national-regional-local)

• Insurance company

External resources:

• Sponsors/donors (banks, financial institutions, private)

• Academia, schools, religious entities, associations
• Risk assessment, planning support (emergency plan)

• Military commander (regional-local)



Few tools and 
examples



emergency services



transport to triage



packing,labeling & hazmat
triage



loading, check-out/documentation



transport, security

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Dr. Laurie Rush’s Suggestions for Working with the Military on Cultural Property Protection 
 
 Never waste their time.
If you have a doubtful military leader, you will only get one chance to make your case.
You need to be offering information that will save lives and/or contribute to mission success, otherwise, stay home.
Unless your audience is LEGADs, you only need one slide, one sentence, on Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC) and CPP.  “LOAC requires CPP.”
Learn as much about military culture, education and training methods as you can before attempting to interact in a meaningful way with military personnel. 
Focus on main messages:
 If you inadvertently or deliberately damage or disrespect CPP, ie parking military vehicles  in cemeteries, you are 30% more likely to experience an IED
If you are taking fire from CPP, return fire!
If you have to make a considered decision to target CPP, get the order in writing from the highest possible ranking individual.
Always survey the land where you are planning to bed down and avoid CP.
Make sure you understand the range of potential CP in your AOR and what it might look like  – everything from stone piles to subtle agricultural infrastructure to grand sacred structures.
Remember what matters at the local village level might be much different from a world heritage site.
 Make the case from actual military experiences and examples – case studies.
Use military education and training methods, like injects (lectures and ppt are a last resort unless specifically requested)
When developing and implementing injects:
 Make sure the inject fits seamlessly into the wider scenario.
Involves as many soldiers and kinds of soldiers as possible.
Offers military/mission rewards for success, like valuable intelligence information.
 When developing or implementing training exercises, make them as realistic and  interdisciplinary as possible.  Use artifacts that are not valuable and role players.
Make sure the military personnel in your audience understand that you understand that they deserve the best possible information and support from you.  Emphasize that they need the best possible maps and intelligence documents and that they should never ever accept a “human terrain” map that lacks the Cultural Property geo-spatial data layer.
If you are not willing to go to a conflict zone yourself to save CP, you will compromise your credibility with a military audience.
Don’t fall into academic traps.  I cannot think of a single situation where deploying personnel would benefit from learning about my theories or opinions about any issue, if that information has not been specifically requested.  Remember rule number 1.
If you find yourself outside of your area of expertise, either get yourself up to speed or defer immediately, and find an expert who meets the need.  Again, remember rule 1!
If you are offering reach back expertise, remember that you are making a serious commitment to be available 24/7 for the duration of the deployment.  If a soldier forward is requesting your assistance, they need the best information possible as quickly as you can respond.  
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emergency box- resupply



SU 2016 final briefing

suggestion: table of methodology 



Do you have national, local, 
institutional guidelines?



http://icom.museum/fileadmin/user_upload/pdf/Guidelines/guidelinesdisasters_eng.pdf



First Aid and Resilience for Cultural Heritage in Times of Crisis (FAR) | ICCROM

https://www.iccrom.org/programmes/first-aid-and-resilience-times-crisis-far


risk assessment matrix
safety and security matrix

SicherheitsleitfadenKultur SilK
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Inventory & prioritization
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Foto Stefano Bergonzini 7. Corso Archeosub, DUK Summer University 2016 inTraunstein (Austria) & Mexico private travel.




digital inventory
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cards - evacuation route card

HIGH
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Foto and form Stefano Bergonzini 2017/2022




iTPC & INTERPOL ID-Art apps
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https://italyun.esteri.it/rappresentanza_onu/resource/doc/2019/05/2019_may_8_tpc_and_itpc_for_mg_gino_micale.pdf
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.carabinieri.itpc&hl=it&gl=US



From INTERPOL  webpage https://www.interpol.int/Search-Page?search=id-art

iTPC & INTERPOL ID-Art apps



facility report

SicherheitsleitfadenKultur SilK
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alarming flow

coordinator

Internal 
team

Support 
team

Support 
standby



maps and construction plans



weather forecast civil defense warnings



info-graphics



emergency equipment & info



In the 
emergency



Gerhard Urschler Freiwillige Feuerwehr Krems ppt SU 2017



Brandrat Gerhard Urschler Freiwillige Feuerwehr Krems ppt SU 2017



• WHEN – how long?

• WHO participates? Do you know them already? 

• HOW do you communicate (power on?)

• WHO do you need to reach?

• WHAT do you need?

• WHAT can you offer?

• keep in touch and updated!

• WHERE is information exchanged/coordinated? Be there!

during an emergency:



• WHAT went well?

• thank those who helped 

• WHAT did not work – analyse and take action

• reach out to those who didn’t

• networking never stops!

• evaluate and improve your network!

after the emergency:



questions?



key takeaways



key takeaways

• YOU CANNOT DO IT ALONE! 

• who can help?

• how can you best interact with them?

• share your successes (and lessons) 

• be proactive

• train / hold exercises

• where are you and your institution?

NEVER STOP NETWORKING!



Stefano Bergonzini
+39 344 188 7458
New_bergo@yahoo.com
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Title: The new standard in risk management for educational institutions and museums
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"Creation of a comprehensive professional curriculum in the field of security 

management based on the new proprietary methodology"

It is a project developed and conducted by The Association of Security Studies and 

Analysis together with partners: Polish Naval Academy and Tactical Risk Group.

SSABSecManager

A new standard of risk management in the 

museum facility SSABSecMus - implemented 

under the EEA grant.
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Association for Security Studies and Analysis

 Established: 2008;

 Legal form: association conducting business activity;

 Objective: supporting rescue, security and defense activities,

and supporting social activity of citizens and companies to

raise awareness in the field of security, defense and public

order.

 Permanent scientific partnerships: Naval Academy, University

of Wrocław - Center for Studies and Education for Security;

 Appointed own Scientific Council

 Organizers of: Scientific Maritime Logistics Conference - Log

Mare, Recreational and sports event "Marsz Śledzia";

 Activity: Implementation of a project for the Ministry of Maritime

Economy and Inland Navigation - analysis of fire protection of

seaports of key importance to the Polish economy (Gdańsk,

Gdynia, Szczecin, Świnoujście), Implementation of a project for

the Institute of Museology and Collections Protection - analysis

of security threats to the concept of the Central Storage of

Museum Collections for the region of Mazowsze and Warsaw,

Effective participation in consultations on the Act on promoting

electricity generation in Offshore Wind Farms - in terms of

impact on defense and security systems;

about us

Wszelkie prawa zastrzeżone / All rights reserved

Polish Naval Academy

Established: 1922;

 Legal form: Public University;

 Objective: Navigation and Naval Weapons, Mechanical and

Electrical Engineering, Command and Naval Operations,

Humanities and Social Sciences Faculty - civil and military

studies, bachelor's, master's, doctoral level

 Permanent partnerships: FRONTEX, EMILYO, ERASMUS+

 Activity: didactic and scientific activity, including in the field of

international humanitarian law and armed conflicts and

cybersecurity. Currently, the university employs 16 professors,

43 associate professors and 81 doctors.

Tactical Risk Group Ltd.

works closely with other former Polish Army Special Forces

members. Together we provide a wide range of specialized

training courses and services for private

entities in the security sector, media,

government and non-government

agencies, as well as private companies

that conduct their business outside

of Poland in hostile environment, high risk and conflict zones.
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Analysis of the storage centralization concept;

Location of the Central Warehouse of Museum Collections;

Risk identification for the facility;

Analysis and evaluation of risk for the facility;

Solutions to counteract threats - the surroundings of the facility;

Solutions to counter threats - building;

Solutions to counter threats - technical security systems;

Solutions to counter threats - organizational system;

Scope of work
Version 1

Basic

Version 2

Medium

Version 3

Extended

Wszelkie prawa zastrzeżone / All rights reserved
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Probability 

scale(0,0 do 1)

(0,00000) – the threat 

will not occur

(0,0001) - the threat 

may occur once in 

10,000 years

(0,001) - the threat 

may occur once in 

1000 years

(0,01) - the threat may 

occur once in 100 

years

(0,1) - the threat may 

occur once in 10 

years

(1,0) - the threat 

occurs at least once a 

year

The scale of 

the effects

(1 do 10)

(0) – 0 % loss of the 

CMZM's ability to 

perform its functions

(1) - 10 % loss of the 

CMZM's ability to 

perform its functions

(2) - 20 % loss of the 

CMZM's ability to 

perform its functions

(3) - 30 % loss of the 

CMZM's ability to 

perform its functions

(4) - 40 % loss of the 

CMZM's ability to 

perform its functions

(5) -50 % loss of the 

CMZM's ability to 

perform its functions

(6) - 60 loss of the 

CMZM's ability to 

perform its functions

(7) -70 % loss of the 

CMZM's ability to 

perform its functions

(8) -80 % loss of the 

CMZM's ability to 

perform its functions

(9) -90 % loss of the 

CMZM's ability to 

perform its functions

(10) - 100 % loss of 

the CMZM's ability to 

perform its functionsScale Effects description

<0,0-1,0> irrelevant

There are no fatalities or injuries. No one or a small number of people have been displaced for a short period of time (up to 2 hours). No 

one or a small number of people need help (not financial or material). Virtually no damage. No or very little impact on the local 

community. No or little financial loss. Immeasurable effect in the natural environment.

(1,0- 2,5> small

Small number of injured but no fatalities. First aid required. Necessary movement of people (less than 24 hours). Some people need 

help. There is some damage. There are some difficulties (no longer than 24 hours). Minor financial losses. No additional funds required. 

Low impact on the natural environment with a short-term effect.

(2,5 -4,5> medium

Medical assistance needed but no fatalities. Some require hospitalization. Additional hospital beds and additional medical staff needed. 

Staying of evacuated people in designated places with the possibility of returning within 24 hours. Identifying damage locations that 

require routine repair. Normal functioning of the community with minor inconveniences. Significant financial losses. Some effects in the 

environment but short-term or small effects with a long-term effect.

(4,5-7,0> big

Severely injured, many people hospitalized, a large number of people displaced (more than 24 hours). Fatalities. Special resources are 

needed to help people and to clean up the damage. Community partially non-functioning, some services unavailable. Big financial losses. 

Outside help needed. Long-term effects in the natural environment.

(7,0-10,0> catastrophic

A large number of seriously injured. A large number of hospitalized. General and long-term displacement of the population. A large 

number of fatalities. A lot of help required for a lot of people. Extensive destruction. The inability of the community to function without 

significant outside help. High environmental impact and/or permanent damage.

Method of quantifying threats (classic)
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Analysis and evaluation of risk for the facility (Risc map)

Wszelkie prawa zastrzeżone / All rights reserved
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As of today, there has been no widely known initiative in the field of 

security based not on statutory requirements, but on scientific work and 

good practices in the form of a methodology successfully used in other 

economic areas.

Aware of today's security threats, today's recipients can only refer to 

their own practices or use proprietary methods of consulting companies, 

hence setting a standard based on good practices and research is a 

natural area of development.

SSABSec - is a security management methodology that supports the 

creation of security concepts and plans, and a dedicated training and 

auditing system with specialized certificates for various industries.

IDEA 
SSABSec

Wszelkie prawa zastrzeżone / All rights reserved
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An organization managed on the basis of a classic 

approach to risk management in accordance with 

SSABSec industry methodologies

Organization managed based on the full 

SSABSec methodology, after the first 

scenario

Security management level

An organization managed based on the full 

SSABSec methodology, in the case of cyclical 

use of scenarios

Methodology base - SSABSec Basic Level

individual for each organization;

recommended values for different industries and 

organization types;

level of risk acceptance

Wszelkie prawa zastrzeżone / All rights reserved
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planning preventive and corrective actions

Identifying and evaluating adverse events model

Estimating the risk of adverse events whose effects threaten
the security of the institution includes determining the level of
risk and comparing it with the adopted scale. Determining the
level of risk requires the establishment of fixed reference
criteria and their appropriate ordering, and thus the creation of
a specific measurement scale. The risk of adverse events R[NZ],
the effects of which threaten the security of the organization,
will be expressed on the basis of the following formula:

R[NZ] = [W] * [S] *[P]
Where:
[W] – the possibility of reducing the causes of the adverse 
event;
[S] – magnitude of adverse event effects;
[P] – the probability of the occurrence of the effects of an 
adverse event.
The values of individual indicators [W], [S] and [P] are 
determined by experts using the point method from 1 to 10.

1. Collecting information

Cause Happening Effect

possibility of 
reducing the causes 
of negative risk

magnitude of the effects 
of the negative event

probability of 
occurrence of the 
consequences of a 
negative event

2. identification of adverse events

3. risk assessment

Indicator [W] Indicator [S] Indicator [P]

Risk evaluation
R[NZ] = W * S * P

4. Indication of priorities

5. Planning preventive and corrective actions
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EXAMPLE OF COLLECTED INFORMATION ON AN EVENT CONNECTED TO THE 
OCCUPATION OF PRIMARY SCHOOL NO. 1 IN BESLAN BY CHECHEN 
TERRORISTS
DIAGNOSTIC QUESTION /ANSWER
If the event is caused by the forces of nature or the forces of the subject.
1. What happened? 
2. Where did it happen?
3. What are the other places related to this event?
4. When did this happen?
5. How long did this event last?
6. What is the chronology of the whole event?
7. (…)
If the event is caused by the forces of the subject intentionally or 
unintentionally
14. Why did someone trigger this event?
15. What was the mechanism of the perpetrator's actions?
16. What tools did the perpetrator use to cause this event?
17. Was the incident caused by one person or a group of people?
18. Who is the perpetrator or perpetrators of this event?
19. Who had the intention to cause such an event?
20. Who benefited from this event?
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EXAMPLE OF COLLECTED INFORMATION ON THE PROJECTED EVENT 
CONNECTED WITH THE OCCUPATION OF THE PRIMARY SCHOOL NO. IX IN 
GDYNIA BY TERRORISTS
DIAGNOSTIC QUESTION / ANSWER
If the predicted event is caused by natural or subject forces.
1. What can happen?
2. Where can it happen?
3. What other places could be related to this event?
4. When can this happen?
5. How long will the event last?
6. What is the chronology of the whole event?
7. (…)
If the predicted event is caused by the forces of the subject, intentionally or 
unintentionally
14. Why would someone trigger this event?
15. What could be the mechanism of the perpetrator's actions?
16. What tools could the perpetrator have used to cause this event?
17. Can an event be caused by one person or a group of people?
18. Who could be the perpetrator or perpetrators?
19. Who would want to cause this event?
20. Who could benefit from this event?
21. Is the scenario described possible?
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DESCRIPTION OF RISK INDICATORS EXPRESSED IN WORD POINT VALUE

Possibility to reduce the causes of an adverse event [W]

High 1

Average 2 - 3

Small 4 - 6

Very Small 7 - 8

Unbelievable 9 - 10

The magnitude of the effects of the adverse event [S]

Very small 1

Small 2 - 3

Average 4 - 6

Big 7 - 8

Extraordinarily large 9 - 10

The probability of the occurrence of the consequences of an adverse event [P] 

Unbelievable 1

Very small 2 - 3

Little 4 - 6

Average 7 - 8

High 9 - 10

Measuring scale [W], [S], [P]
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Wielkość skutków niekorzystnego zdarzenia 

[S]

wyrażona w sposób pieniężny. 
Jest to udział % strat spowodowanych niekorzystnymi zdarzeniami w 

stosunku do przychodów w okresie bilansowania 

Wielkość skutków 

niekorzystnego zdarzenia [S]

wyrażona w sposób słowny

Wartość

punktowa

to 10 % Very small 1

from 11 % to 30 % Small 2-3

from 31% to 50 % Average 4-6

from 51% to   70 % Big 7-8

above 71 % Extraordinarily large 9-10

The size of the effects of an adverse event
In a situation where the size of the effects of an adverse event, expressed in a score on a 
scale of 1 to 10, turns out to be insufficient, we can use the financial assessment. Then we 
will express the size of the effect of the adverse event S(F) as the sum of the financial losses 
incurred in individual perspectives.  

S(F) = S(PF) + S(PK)+ S(PP)+S(PN)
• S(PF) - financial effects in the financial perspective,
• S(PP) - financial effects from the client's perspective,
• S(PK) - financial effects in the perspective of internal processes,
• S(PN) - financial effects in the perspective of science and development.
Then, by calculating the percentage share of losses to revenues in the balancing period, we 
will express the size of the financial effects caused by adverse events.

If: Z(F) = 100 % then: S(F) = X then: X = S(F) * 100/ Z(F)
Z(F) - the organization's income in the balancing period
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Interpretation of the adverse event risk value scale - R[NZ]

Wszelkie prawa zastrzeżone / All rights reserved

Risk value of adverse event 

R[NZ]

Degree of threat to 

the organization

Characteristics of the degree of threat to the organization

1 - 50 I. An episodic situation is an acceptable state

5
1
 -

2
0
0

II.

Problematic situation

- it is a condition that interferes with the functioning of the organization;

- it is a condition that interferes with the achievement of customer and organizer goals, the

implementation of internal processes and the use of organizational capital, infrastructure

and equipment;

- it is a state in which time does not significantly limit the decision-maker in making

decisions, and decision-makers can take well-thought-out remedial actions;

- is a state that does not surprise them with its appearance, thus creating the conditions of

no strong pressure.
2
0
1
 -

5
0
0

III.

Crisis situation

- it is a condition that threatens the functioning of the organization;

- is a condition that threatens the achievement of customer and organizer goals, the

implementation of internal processes and the use of organizational capital, infrastructure

and equipment;

- is a condition that limits the time available to take remedial action;

- is a state that often surprises decision makers with its appearance, thus creating conditions

of strong pressure.

5
0
1
 -

1
0
0
0

IV.

Critical situation

- it is a state that paralyzes the functioning of the organization,

- it is a state that paralyzes the achievement of customer and organizer goals, the

implementation of internal processes and the use of information, human and organizational

capital as well as infrastructure and equipment,

- is a state in which, if the organization does not take immediate remedial and corrective

actions, it will lead to bankruptcy.
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Scenario methods and team building to verify the initial risk assessment

The implementation of the scenario process of verification of the initial risk 
assessment is as follows:

Vra = T(3-5) x Sc(3-6)

Vra - verification of the existing risk assessment
T – a team developing scenarios consisting of min. 3 and max. 5 people
Sc – scenarios, min. 3 and recommendations number 6, for each hazard area
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Case study of the Amersfoort complexThe complex was built in 2018-2020 in order to ensure proper
conditions for storing the collections of three museums (including the diamond museum), which are not
currently presented in exhibitions (3-10% of the thugs they own are exhibited in museums). The basic
architectural shape is a cube with walls about 6 meters high. Due to the adopted solutions regarding the
buildings and fencing, along with the monitoring and security system, no special protection of the roof
against burglary has been provided. The reason for this decision was a risk assessment that did not identify
any high-level threats to the stored thugs from the direction of the roof. However, the risk assessment was
revised already in 2019 (after the completion of the first stage of the complex) as a result of the successful
flight of Franky Zapata across the English Channel on a self-designed flyboard, allowing a single person to
float in the airspace (currently, attempts to use this invention in a military way are underway) in the special
units of Great Britain and the Netherlands). A change in the environment, in this case a new recreational and
sports invention, resulted in the identification of a new threat to the facility and forced revisions of the
previously made risk assessment and, consequently, the development and implementation of new methods
of its mitigation.
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Two approaches can be used to determine the profile of candidates 
for the team - simplified, e.g. Taylor Hartman's personality test (or 
one of its versions) and advanced, e.g. SOFTSKILL and MASTERMIND 
tests.

Key principles:
 3-5 people
 Proportion and people from 

outside the institution
 Security of information circulation
 There are no impossible scenarios
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SSABSec industry specialization

The methodology is adapted to the creation of any subsequent 

industry specializations. The basic assumption is to match the 

industries to be a source of practical knowledge. 

new industries
?

Wszelkie prawa zastrzeżone / All rights reserved
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soldiers of the territorial defense forces from the 73rd Light 
Infantry Battalion exercised in Maszewo Lęborski. Nearly a 
hundred armed soldiers were running around the school 
grounds. The scenario assumed that the educational institution 
in this town was taken over by saboteurs. (19.03.2023)

The Lublin Territorials had a specific task: to evacuate cultural 
property from the Museum of Southern Podlasie. Their task 
was to plan, organize and command the evacuation of museum 
exhibits, in cooperation with pro-defence organizations
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Training Auditing Certification Consulting

Possibility of 

conducting trainings by 

any organization with 

trained staff

Scenario as the basic 

method of building 

reliable security 

systems

Issuing certificates as 

part of standardization 

in the industry

Creating high-quality 

management policies 

and protection plans

Target affiliate distribution system

Wszelkie prawa zastrzeżone / All rights reserved
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Testing solutions in real 

conditions

Database of anti-threat

solutions

Conferences as a forum for 

exchanging experiences and 

promoting solutions (good 

practices)

A community built on 

the basis of an 

educational portal

Solutions to counter threats - interaction with the market

First activities conducted in 2022:

 LogMare conference SSABSecManager special edition - 15.11.2022;

 SSABSecManager conference for the environment of education and culture - November 22-23, 2022;

Wszelkie prawa zastrzeżone / All rights reserved
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Invitation

The Institute of Heritage Security, the Polish Naval Academy 
and the City of Gdynia invite you to participate in the 1st 
Congress of Heritage Security "Modern technologies in the 
service of protecting cultural property", which will be held on 
May 31 - June 2, 2023 in the Auditorium of the Main Library 
of the Naval Academy in Gdynia.
Registration: www.ibd.org.pl



Thank you for your attention

"Creating a comprehensive vocational training program in the field of security management 

based on a new proprietary methodology" benefits from funding of EUR 58,078.80 received 

from Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway under the EEA Funds and EUR 10,249.20 received 

from the budget of the Polish State .The aim of the EOG/21/K3/W/0013 project is to create a 

widely available industry standard increasing human potential in Poland. info@ssab.org.pl

mailto:info@ssab.org.pl
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Emergency Plans V1 & Basic Risk Assessment

SOS-Heritage Transnational Training Course
„Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“

22nd March 2023
Anna Kaiser

University for Continuing Education Krems
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Basic Risk Assessment

A Roman Heritage Case Study
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Danube Limes in Noricum & Pannonia

By Ziegelbrenner - Own work/Source of Information: Putzger – Historischer Weltatlas, 89. Auflage, 1965; Westermanns Großer Atlas zur Weltgeschichte, 1978, CC BY-SA 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7423468

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danubian_Limes#/media/File:Limes3.png (accessed 23.01.2022).
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Roman Remains

Von Veleius 21:06, 20. Mär. 2010 (CET) - Eigenes WerkOriginaltext: selbst fotografiert/own 
work, Copyrighted free use, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=48300626

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kastell_Favianis#/media/Datei:Favianis_I.JPG (accessed 23.01.2022).

Von Bwag - Eigenes Werk, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=16657022
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kastell_Zeiselmauer#/media/Datei:Zeiselmauer_-_Burgus2.JPG (accessed 23.01.2022).

Mautern Zeiselmauer
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Threats to Cultural Heritage (a selection)

 General security management
 Fire
 Flood
 Theft
 Vandalism
 Accidents & malfunctions
 Deterioration & wear and tear
 Climate

 Light
 Pests and mold
 Pollutants
 Severe weather
 Earthquakes
 Violence
 Terrorism
 Armed conflict
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Risk Matrix
Li

ke
lih
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d

Almost certain

Likely

Possible

Unlikely

Rare

Insignificant Minor Moderate Major Severe

Impact
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Case Study Pöchlarn

By Ziegelbrenner - Own work/Source of Information: Putzger – Historischer Weltatlas, 89. Auflage, 1965; Westermanns Großer Atlas zur Weltgeschichte, 1978, CC BY-SA 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7423468

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danubian_Limes#/media/File:Limes3.png (accessed 23.01.2022).

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Towers, Museum
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Case Study Pöchlarn

Von Stadtgemeinde Pöchlarn - Eigenes Werk, CC BY-SA 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=39347873

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kastell_P%C3%B6chlarn#/media/Dat
ei:P%C3%B6chlarn_an_der_Donau.jpg (accessed 23.01.2022).

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Towers, Museum
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Case Study Pöchlarn

FRE Project, Eva Kuttner, 2007
https://austria-
forum.org/af/Europa_und_die_Europ%C3%A4ische_Union/Li
mes/Fundorte/P%C3%B6chlarn (accessed 23.01.2022).
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Case Study Pöchlarn

Veleius+openstreetmap.org  Mitarbeiter, CC BY-SA 3.0 
<https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0>, via Wikimedia Commons

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Milit%C3%A4r-
_Siedlungsbefunde_Arelape-P%C3%B6chlarn.png (accessed 23.01.2022).

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Towers, Museum
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Case Study Pöchlarn

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kastell_P%C3%B6chlarn#/medi
a/Datei:Befundplan_P%C3%B6chlarn_1982_bis_2009.png 
(accessed 23.01.2022).

Von Veleius - Eigenes Werk, CC BY-SA 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=87293162

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Towers, Museum
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Case Study Pöchlarn

Von Veleius 21:10, 27. Jun. 2010 (CEST) - Eigenes Werk, Gemeinfrei, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=22122805
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kastell_P%C3%B6chlarn#/media/Datei:Aus
grabungen_in_P%C3%B6chlarn.JPG (accessed 23.01.2022).

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Towers, Museum
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Threats to Cultural Heritage (a selection)

 General security management
 Fire
 Flood
 Theft
 Vandalism
 Accidents & malfunctions
 Deterioration & wear and tear
 Climate

 Light
 Pests and mold
 Pollutants
 Severe weather
 Earthquakes
 Violence
 Terrorism
 Armed conflict
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Risk Assessment – Flood 

https://hora.gv.at/ (accessed 23.01.2022).
HORA – Natural Hazard Overview & Risk Assessment Austria
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Risk Assessment – Earthquakes

https://hora.gv.at/ (accessed 23.01.2022).
HORA – Natural Hazard Overview & Risk Assessment Austria
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Risk Assessment – Landslides

https://hora.gv.at/ (accessed 23.01.2022).
HORA – Natural Hazard Overview & Risk Assessment Austria
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Risk Matrix
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Pollutants

Flood
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Possible Earthquake

Unlikely Theft
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Terrorism
Armed conflict

Rare Landslide

Insignificant Minor Moderate Major Severe 

Impact
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Risk Matrix
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Unlikely Theft
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Roman Heritage at Risk – Visualisation

Zorko/Tarcsay, Summer University Danube Limes Brand 2014 / Danube University Krems.
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Risk Matrix
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Emergency Plans
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Disaster Management Cycle

incident

response

recoverymitigation

preparedness
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Disaster Management Cycle

incident

response

recoverymitigation
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Steps to build an Emergency Plan

 Risk analysis
 Tasks and responsible personnel
 Safe storage areas
 Internal emergency plan
 Prioritisation
 Route cards for emergency responders
 Contacts to external experts

 Emergency materials
 Administrative regulations
 Official communication of 

emergency plan
 Education and training

Based on: Umgang mit Kunst und Kulturgut im Notfall, Münchner Fachgruppe Präventive Konservierung, 2017.
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DBU/Schramm, 2018.

DBU/Schramm, 2018.

DBU/Fuchs, 2018.

DBU/Kaiser, 2019. DBU, 2019.



Department für Bauen und UmweltAsst.Prof. Dr. Anna Kaiser / Centre for Cultural Property Protection / Danube University KremsFeuerwehr/Rotes Kreuz/Bundesheer November 2017.
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Cultural Property Protection
in the Principality of Liechtenstein

Developing a guidline

Hannes Schramm, 22.03.2023



AGENDA

• Why CPP?
• Initial situation in Liechtenstein
• Development and structure
• Guidline for Cultural Property Protection (CPP)
• How to find it…
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Why CPP?



Yeni-Moschee – Malatya – Türkei – Foto: 
https://www.kulturportali.gov.tr/turkiye/malatya/gezilecekyer/yeni-

cami751532

Why CPP?



Yeni-Moschee – Malatya – Türkei – Foto: ddp/abaca press

Why CPP?



Foto: Nina Liashonok/Reuters

Why CPP?



Bild 1-3: Liechtensteinisches Landesarchiv
Bild 4: Liechtensteinisches Tiefbauamt

Why CPP?



https://www.vaterland.li/liechtenstein/gesellschaft/foehn-und-feuer-eine-horrorkombination;art13103,442265,B::pic546,2132850

Why CPP?



Balzers, 2012

https://www.vaterland.li/liechtenstein/kultur/neues-label-fuer-
schuetzenswerte-kulturgueter;art175,445126,B::pic167,2141734

Foto: Dominik Steinmann

Switzerland, 2021

Austria, 2013

Foto: APA

Czech Republic, 
2021

Foto: AP / Gluck Dalibor
Morvska Nova Ves

Why CPP?



Why CPP?

Video:
• Threats in Liechtenstein?



Why CPP?



https://www.oe24.at/welt/Notre-Dame-Feuerwehr-steckte-50-Minuten-im-Stau/376472389
https://www.tagesschau.de/ausland/notredame-brand-107.html

https://orf.at/stories/3118995/
https://orf.at/stories/3118995/

Why CPP?



Initial situation in
Liechtenstein

The Principality of Liechtenstein
➢ Political system: constitutional monarchy on a 

democratic and parliamentary foundation
➢ Size: 162 km2
➢ Inhabitants: 39000 PAX
➢ Communities: 11
➢High density of cultural property considering the size

of the country (appx. 170 immovable objects)



Initial situation in 
Liechtenstein



Video:
• CPP in Liechtenstein



Initial situation in
Liechtenstein

• Civil protection squads exist scatterly
• Communal protection program for basic functions

(emergency meeting points, evacutation, catering, 
accomodation)

• Service portfolio of fire brigades fully stretched→
nevertheless most important partner

• Cultural institutions with personell and material 
resources

➔Invention of seperate structures necessary
➔Exploitation of existing capacities
➔Support on already existing and proven systems





Initial situation in
Liechtenstein

Terms and definitions according to Cultural 
Property Act of 2016
• Cultural Property: movable or immovable objects of

archaeolgical, historical, artistical, architectural, 
scientifical, social, technical or other cultural value
out of religios or secular reasons

• Movable and immovable Cultural Property



CPP regulation since 2021:
➢ The Blue Shield
➢ Planning of Emergency Procedures
➢ Training of qualified CPP-specialists
➢ CPP-Network Liechtenstein
➢ Backup-Documentation
➢ Refuges

Initial situation in
Liechtenstein



Art. 3 Owner‘s responsibility
➢Sufficent protective measures for CP regarding

incidents
➢Obligation for preparation
➢On own costs

Initial situation in
Liechtenstein



Development 
and structure

Problem 1
• Which objects have to be

protected? (bw., ubw.)
• What are the threats?
• Importance, meaning, worth and 

priorisation

➔ Standards, guidance and support 
to enable a priorisatoin



Development
and structure
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Development 
and structure



Development
and structure



Development
and structure



Problem 2
• Which institutions are involved?
• Responsabilites state, municipality, 

insititutions
• Procedure in emergency situations

➔ structures, assignment, 
organisational- and operational 
structure

Development
and structure



Development
and structure



Development
and structure



Development
and structure



Problem 2
• What has to be payed attention to

when handling objects?
• Which protection measures are

appropriate? (in situ, evac)
• How to deal with the objects ?
• How is the further process?

➔ directions, building plans, material 
plan, CPP-responsibility

Development
and structure



A guideline has to contain the following aspects:
• structures, responsibilities, organisation
• Proposals for priorisation techniques and risk management
• Guidance for emergency planning, material plans and 

emergency structures

Development
and structure
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• Proposals for priorisation techniques and risk management
• Guidance for emergency planning, material plans and 
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and structure
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A guideline has to contain the following aspects:
• structures, responsibilities, organisation
• Proposals for priorisation techniques and risk management
• Guidance for emergency planning, material plans and 

emergency structures

Development
and structure



Development 
and structure

• Three parts:
– Part 1: CPP in the Principality of Liechtenstein
– Part 2: Priorisation and Risk Management for cultural

property in the Principality of Liechtenstein
– Part 3: emergency planning and emergency structure for

cultural property in the Principality of Liechtenstein



Guideline
Part 1

Content
• CPP-System
• CPP-Network
• Emergency events
• Organisation of event

place
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Guideline
Part 1









Guideline
Part 1





Content
• Priorisation of CP
• Risk management CPP

Guideline
Part 2



Guideline
Part 2
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Guideline
Part 2



Risk reduction and risk coping via planning and conduct
of special measures regarding the existing threats:

➢Short-term completion
➢Medium-term completion
➢Long-term completion

➔ Emergency planning for cultural property

Guideline
Part 2



Content
• Emergency planning for

CP
– Fire service plan
– CPP emergency plan
– Emergency stabilisation (TBD)

• Emergency structures
for CP
– responsibilities
– Information collection

Guideline
Part 3



Content
• Emergency planning for

CP
– Fire service plan
– CPP emergency plan
– Emergency stabilisation (TBD)

• Emergency structures
for CP
– responsibilities
– Information collection

Guideline
Part 3



Guideline
Part 3

Ablauf:
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Content
• Emergency planning for

CP
– Fire service plan
– CPP emergency plan
– Emergency stabilisation (TBD)

• Emergency structures
for CP
– responsibilities
– Information collection

Guideline
Part 3
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Guideline
CPP



Guideline 
CPP

Our Guideline:
… fills a gap regarding responsibilities in CPP;
… takes all relevant institutions into account;
… supports on the capacities of cultural institutions;
… provides guidelines for priorisation;
… show how to conduct a rational emergency planning; 
… introduces a holistic system.



How to find it…

… currently:
www.denkmalpflege.li
➢Service
➢Kulturgüterschutz bei Schadensereignissen

http://www.denkmalpflege.li/


How to find it…

… from 05 April 2023:

www.serviceportal.li
→ Landesverwaltung
→Amt für Kultur

→Denkmalpflege
→Kulturgüterschutz

→Notfallplanungen

http://www.serviceportal.li/


How to find it…
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EMERGENCY PLANS V3
IMPLEMENTING AND 
MONITORING

Stefano Bergonzini 23 March 2023
Danube University Krems (Austria)





“The name of the rose” 1986 , J.J. Annaud, Columbia Pictures



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chesley_Sullenberger

Chesley Burnett "Sully“
Sullenberger III

US Airways 1549 – 15th of January 2009 
Emergency splash-in Hudson River in New York



agenda

introduction

implementation (hasty/scheduled)

monitoring

some tips

Q&A

takeaways



implementation



an emergency plan



Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Guide to Risk Management | ICCROM



Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
https://silk-project.de/
https://www.silk-tool.de/en/



introduction Museum XYZ

EMERGENCY AND 
EVACUATION PLAN

Generic description

UPDATED ON

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Kloster Melk, picture S. Bergonzini 2018



floor plans



risk assessment matrix
safety and security matrix

SicherheitsleitfadenKultur SilK

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Sicherheitsleitfaden Kulturgut SiLK 

https://www.silk-tool.de/en/

https://konferenz-kultur.de/SLF/EN/general/SiLK_safety_and_security_matrix.pdf?m=1481539564&



emergency contact list



SU 2016 final briefing

personnel/task list



alarming flow

coordinator

Internal 
team

Support 
team

Support 
standby

who determines the level of alarming? 



basics Museum XYZ

Basics

Responsibilities of the Team

Objective of the contingency plan

Education/advanced   
training
Exercises

Finances

Dissemination of the em. plan

Inform new employees

Update plan

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Notfallplan_Komponenten.doc (live.com)
Translated with google translate, adapted see copyright on webpage following the link
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Basics
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Finances
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Update plan

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Notfallplan_Komponenten.doc (live.com)
Translated with google translate, adapted see copyright on webpage following the link



basics Museum XYZ

Basics

Responsibilities of the Team

Objective of the contingency plan

Education / advanced training

Exercises

Finances

Dissemination of the em. plan

Inform new employees
Update plan

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Notfallplan_Komponenten.doc (live.com)
Translated with google translate, adapted see copyright on webpage following the link



internal organization Museum XYZ

Internal organization

Emergency team

Actions on site for people and collections

Training and exercises

Alert Plan

Documentation of incidents

Exercises

Outsourcing Locations



internal organization Museum XYZ

Internal organization

Emergency team

Actions on site for people and collections

Training and exercises

Alert Plan

Documentation of incidents

Exercises

Outsourcing Locations

• security staff

• emergency coordinator/deputy

• curator

• Labour/safety manager

• logistician

• IT manager

• public information/media manager

• transport/driver

• admin

• workshop/restoring/packing/handling

• representative of volunteers 

• ….etc.



internal organization



internal organization



internal organization
PPE and packing mat.

Museum XYZ

Internal organization

Emergency team

Actions on site for people and collections

Training and exercises

Alert Plan

Documentation of incidents

Exercises

Outsourcing Locations

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
PPE personal protective equipment



emergency equipment & info
internal organization



internal organization



internal organization



internal organization
Hazardous material - HAZMAT



internal organization Museum XYZ

Internal organization

Emergency team

Actions on site for people and collections

Training and exercises

Alert Plan

Documentation of incidents

Exercises

Outsourcing Locations



transport to triage



packing,labeling, documenting

triage



Museum XYZ

Internal organization

Emergency team

Actions on site for people and collections

Training and exercises

Alert Plan

Documentation of 
incidents

Exercises

Outsourcing Locations



Museum XYZ

Internal organization

Emergency team

Actions on site for people and collections

Training and exercises

Alert Plan

Documentation

Exercises

Outsourcing Locations



evacuation, priorities… Museum XYZ
Instructions for action in case of emergencies

Rules for moving/change location

General Instructions

Specific Instructions

Evacuating the collection
Guidelines for Evacuation

Priority List

List of first actions for damaged objects

Recovery plan (immediately after the disaster)

Measures for the building

Measures for collection

when to evacuate? 



evacuation, priorities… Museum XYZ
Instructions for action in case of emergencies

Rules for moving/change location

General Instructions

Specific Instructions

Evacuation of the collection

Guidelines for Evacuation
Priority List

List of first actions for damaged objects

Recovery plan (immediately after the disaster)

Measures for the building

Measures for collection



threat-based contingency

what if….?



Infographic



mission control



Brandrat Gerhard Urschler Freiwillige Feuerwehr Krems ppt SU 2017



mission control



mission control



mission control



evacuation, priorities… Museum XYZ
Instructions for action in case of emergencies

Rules for moving/change location

General Instructions

Specific Instructions

Evacuation of the collection

Guidelines for Evacuation

Priority List - cards
List of first actions for damaged objects

Recovery plan (immediately after the disaster)

Measures for the building

Measures for collection



cards - evacuation route card

HIGH

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Foto and form Stefano Bergonzini 2017/2022




external organization Museum XYZ

External organization

Police
Fire Department

Ambulance Service / Hospitals

Military

Authorities

Related facilities

Transport company

Security company

Restoration workshops

Other collections/facilities
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External organization

Police

Fire Department

Ambulance Service / Hospitals

Military
Authorities

Related facilities

Transport company

Security company

Restoration workshops

Other collections/facilities







monitoring



crisis management cycle



digital archive

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Taken from: Stefano Allegrezza Università degli Studi di Bologna (Campus di Ravenna) La salvaguardia degli archivi digitali: criticità e soluzioni CIVILPROTECT 2018 Bolzano, 24 marzo 2018




Logical threats
to digital data/CP include: 

- Cyber attacks

- Viruses

- Trojans

- Ransomware

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Stefano Allegrezza Università degli Studi di Bologna (Campus di Ravenna) La salvaguardia degli archivi digitali: criticità e soluzioni CIVILPROTECT 2018 Bolzano, 24 marzo 2018




monitoring the internet

Adapted from  Vassiliki Simi, presentation MSPOTC CPP Pilot Course 2020 “Internet/Darkweb & trafficking of antiquities”



Adapted from  Vassiliki Simi, presentation MSPOTC CPP Pilot Course 2020 “Internet/Darkweb & trafficking of antiquities”

monitoring the internet



archaeological landscapes Carnuntum
Enns Legionary Fortress

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Andreas Schwarcz, Institut für Geschichte, Universität Wien, The DanubeLimes in Austria Summer University CPP 22nd–26th August 2016, DUK




Adapted from Maj. Hannes SCHRAMM Austrian Armed Forces, INTERREG/STRENCH Danube University Summer University 20 Sep – 09 
Oct 2020, presentation “CPP – Why to protect Cultural Heritage?”

APAMEIA / SYRIA

criminal activities organized/transnational - terrorism



criminal activities organized/transnational - terrorism

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
South Iraq, TPC presentation PAM THIRD STANDING COMMITTEE MEETING Protection of the World Cultural Heritage Threatened With Destruction Rabat, Marocco 14-15 May 2015




Underwater CP



UW archaeologic park Baia
(Naples) 

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
https://www.stylise.it/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Il-Parco-Sommerso-di-Baia-1.jpg
https://www.napolidavivere.it/wp-content/uploads/bfi_thumb/parco-archeologico-sommerso-baia-1-6xqf6ab9scr0ayznbrund6s5w81czpvi06azm98bzqs.jpg






Underwater CP





Underwater CP



Underwater CP



Underwater CP



Foto: Stefano Bergonzini, Mexico  2017

materials - environment



Foto: Stefano Bergonzini, Mexico  2017

materials - environment





hunting camera

Presenter-Notizen
Präsentationsnotizen
Taken online from aliexpress, no further data about copyright accessible online



weather forecast civil defense warnings



some tips



• use / involve the network, reach out

• delegate but verify

• exchanges with neighouring institutions

• lead by example… also from bottom up

• improve knowledge, skills, attitude

• media day, “save the art day”, school visit

suggestions



questions?



key takeaways



key takeaways

• plan!

• train/exercise/use the plan

• evaluate

• monitor/seek warnings

• improve/update

• prepare



Stefano Bergonzini
+39 344 188 7458
New_bergo@yahoo.com
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The project 
phases

01



Collection of useful material for the risk 
analysis procedures

Evacuation 
plans Catalogues

Facility 
report

Security 
systems map

1.



Emergency plan, Floor 0
©Museion, Bolzano



The objectives 
of the 
inspection

1. Correspondence 
documents / reality

2. Functioning procedures of 
security systems

3. Existing procedures in an 
emergency



Security 
systems:

Fire extinguishers, 
smoke detection, 

alarm, etc.

Fire

Alarm, CCTV, 
optical sensors, 

keys, badges, etc.

Intrusion

HVAC, 
temperature and 

humidity 
regulation, etc.

Conditioning

Detection system, 
water pumps, etc.

Flood



Opening hours

Alarm activation procedures

Access control, alarms and keys

Procedures for maintenance and set-up

Active systems when closed

Flow analysis and 
creation of risk scenarios2.



Example of floor plan with usage flows



Drafting of the risk analysis

The risk 
analysis

Identification of risk 
scenarios

Identification of 
vulnerabilities

Calculation of probability and 
extent

Definition of mitigation 
measures

3.



Emergency 
Management 

Team

Emergency 
Procedures and 

Escalation

Annexes - 
Security 

Information

Drafting of the Safety 
and Emergency Plan4.



Peculiarities of 
the case

02



The museum is in 
a building built 

specifically for its 
function

The building's structures have been 
designed specifically for the conservation 

and protection of artworks.



The museum 
works only with 

temporary 
exhibitions

Necessary to create a sustainable 
system that can be adapted to 

different situations.



The 
solution

Emergency planning tool for 
temporary exhibitions

PSEM remains unchanged

+

specific 
document to 
be attached 
to the Plan



Implementation 
and monitoring

03



 

The goal is to make the process of planning, 
assessment, and review of the emergency plan 

part of a regular routine. 

Building an Emergency Plan, V. Dorge e S.L. Jones, The Getty Conservation Institute, 1999 



The Emergency Plan covers 
four protection measures:

Building an Emergency Plan, V. Dorge e S.L. Jones, The Getty Conservation Institute, 1999 

1. PREVENTION 

2. PREPAREDNESS

3. RESPONSE

4. RECOVERY



PSEM Updating

Annual update

Personnel changes New acquisitions, 
long-term loans

Contemporary art 
degradation processes



Training + Exercises

Annualy

Theoretical training 
course on emergency 

management 

Emergency exercise on 
a specific scenario



Emergency exercise

Issues to 
consider

Define scenario

Identify simulacra

Provide PPE 

Define evacuation routes



Emergency exercise

Why do an 
emergency 
simulation? 

Emergency procedures

Timing

Networks 

Collaboration and teamwork

Unforeseen vulnerabilities
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MUSEION

MUSEION Founded in 1985 by the cultural
association Associazione Museion, Museion – then the
Museum of Modern Art – opened its doors in 1987.
Since 2008 in this new glass building, The Museion
Foundation’s stated purpose is the promotion and
appreciation of contemporary art, after 1950. It sees
itself as a meeting place for international art, and also
as an institution in support of the art of South Tyrol.



MUSEION. 
CREATE ENGAGE AND SHARE
The museum is a collaborative platform
that can overcome the fragmentation of culture 
and be managed as an enterprise

skills, primarily managerial and entrepreneurial, but also of digital practices

investments, through collaboration and expertise from the private sector
to cope with change and improve performance and visibility

networking the development of a cultural society through
the exchange of ideas and practices, to support relevant issues for the territory and give
a platform to the young professional sector to develop and share ideas



MANAGEMENT EXCELLENCE

Management excellence is the profound, guiding and constant
pursuit of museum greatness. It is a state of aspiration to be ever so 
slightly beyond the current state of management practice, providing
fuel for learning, adaptation, growth and security.

Move away from a museum management standard and enhance the 
collection in all its active aspects and not just passive aspects of 
storage.
Giving the collection a management practice makes it a living 
collection to interact with and reflect upon



EMERGENCY AND EVACUATION 
QUALITY CHOICES

Strategy is everyone's business
Time travel is required
Organisation must be brought to lifee



EMERGENCY AND EVACUATION 
PLAN
MUSEION as a contemporary art museum aims to give value to urban culture and 
to its changes. In addition to picking up on signals from society, MUSEION is committed to certifyi
aspects such as quality, environment and safety. The journey towards operational excellence invo
all processes in the museum. 
Our experience of working with excellent companies enables us to develop a standard 
and a path to follow. The willingness and commitment to continue this journey is rewarded
by the visible and tangible results that continually emerge and materialise during
management, both externally and internally.

EXCELLENCE IN THE ECOSYSTEM IN WHICH IT OPERATES



ECOSYSTEM

Cultural and creative ecosystems are fertile ground for innovation
and sustainability, particularly in the broader sense of this
increasingly popular concept, which goes beyond pure technological
innovation to STEAM (science, technology, engineering, arts and 
mathematics) disciplines, including aspects of social innovation, 
professional practices and inclusion.



EMERGENCY AND EVACUATION 
PLAN

ecosystem

territory intern organization



VALUE
Sustainability: co-created policies, peer learning and exchange of good 
practices (teambuilding)
Defined policies for ecosystems
Acts naturally on the collection
Collection as an active management programme to which a budget is also
allocated
Various management strategies (analogue and digital), collection composition
and exhibition strategies can be designated to the collection

EMERGENCY AND EVACUATION 
PLAN
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Deliverable 
description

01



WP4
Development and testing 
of a web app to assess 
and manage procedures 
of natural risks 
assessment and 
conservation 

Development of the web app 
structure

Partner responsible:

Development of the web app user 
interface

Alfa test and review of the web 
app

Testing phase



Web App 
objectives

02



Specific 
Objective 2

To develop a web app, to help 
handle risk assessment 

procedures and produce risk 
management plans

Designed to address the 
identified need for an 
intuitive digital tool to 

handle risk assessment of 
collections



Web App 
objectives

Support for risk assessment

Repository for useful 
information and documents

Report useful for risk 
management plans

Identification of 
vulnerabilities



How to use the 
Web App

03



The web app is structured as 
a survey

To be used during an inspection 
of a facility as a support tool



Web App Sections

General 
information

Environmental 
context

Building 
features

Cultural 
Heritage



ATTACHMENTS

The detector will upload all the 
documents that could be useful for the 

risk assessment procedure.



Automatic alert 
system

Chart with the prioritization of risks



 

At the end of the inspection, the app generates a 
report that can be used as a base for a risk 

management plan
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Department für Bauen und UmweltAsst.Prof. Dr. Anna Kaiser / Centre for Cultural Property Protection / Danube University Krems

Introduction to Case Studies Krems

SOS-Heritage Transnational Training Course
„Risk Management of Cultural Heritage“

21st March 2023
Anna Kaiser

University for Continuing Education Krems



Department für Bauen und UmweltAsst.Prof. Dr. Anna Kaiser / Centre for Cultural Property Protection / Danube University Krems

Archiv der Zeitgenossen & MuseumKrems

google.at/maps (accessed 21.03.2023)



Department für Bauen und UmweltAsst.Prof. Dr. Anna Kaiser / Centre for Cultural Property Protection / Danube University Krems

Case Studies

MuseumKrems
 Körnermarkt 14

3500 Krems
 In premises of former monastery
 Church
 Different exhibitions
 POC (for Thursday): Sabine LAZ
https://www.museumkrems.at/index.htm

Archiv der Zeitgenossen
 University for Continuing Education 

Krems
 Below earth on university campus
 Archive for archival materials of

Austrian artists that are
bequeathed before their death

 POC (for Thursday): Helmut 
NEUNDLINGER

https://www.archivderzeitgenossen.at/en/the-archives/



Department für Bauen und UmweltAsst.Prof. Dr. Anna Kaiser / Centre for Cultural Property Protection / Danube University Krems

SOS-Heritage WebApp

https://demo3.sql2app.it/sql2app/login/pwa/index.php?t=c8c8ee5b474099965658c560e6fed0b73d18d5e5



Department für Bauen und UmweltAsst.Prof. Dr. Anna Kaiser / Centre for Cultural Property Protection / Danube University Krems

Preparation for Thursday

 Familiarise youselves with your case study
 Assess the general situation of its location

 Are there any threats from environment or surroundings you can readily
identify?

 Following up on your remote studies – which questions would you like to ask
the points of contact on site?

 Useful webpages for first risk assessment:
 https://hora.gv.at/
 https://www.silk-tool.de/en/

https://hora.gv.at/
https://www.silk-tool.de/en/
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https://v3.camscanner.com/user/download


https://v3.camscanner.com/user/download


https://v3.camscanner.com/user/download


https://v3.camscanner.com/user/download


https://v3.camscanner.com/user/download
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Appendix E - Photos

All the photos can be viewed at this link: Photos

The materials provided to each participant.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AJ4Qz3wijAtdOQGHQEhZzio3Wv6TztrE?usp=sharing
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Participants during a lecture.
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Course participants on the guided city tour of Krems.

The teams at work for the exercise led by Dr. Kaiser.
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A participant presenting the work done by his team.
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One of the two teams during the exercise at the museumkrems.

One of the two teams working on the web app testing.
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All the course participants at the Krems Campus.

Three participants receiving their certificates.
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